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SUhlhhARY

In response to NRC requirements issued on November 19, 1981, Pacific Gas and

Electric Company (PGandE) established both independent and internal programs

to verify the adequacy of the Diablo Canyon Unit 1 design and its compliance

with the license criteria and design bases. These programs consist of the

Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP) and related efforts by the

Diablo Canyon Project which also respond to issues identified by the IDVP.

This Phase II Final Report, in conjunction with the final report from the

IDVP, documents the activities and results of the review of the nonseismic

,design of safety-related systems. The results of these nonseismic

verification efforts pr ovide positive assurance of the adequacy of the design

and design process for Diab lo Canyon Unit 1. The number of issues identified

was extremely small relative to the extensive and in-depth scope of the Phase
ti

II program. The major ity of these issues involved no more than clarifying or

explaining of criteria or design bases and, in some cases, merely documenting

the resolution of differences between earlier commitments and later NRC

requirements. Some findings were resolved by design reanalysis. The few

remaining findings resulted in modifications that were minor in nature and of

little or no safety significance. None of the findings produced indications

of generic deficiencies in the design process. Given the breadth and depth of

the Phase II verification activities, the results confirm the adequacy of the

nonseismic design and design process for Diablo Canyon Unit 1 and the

compliance of its design with the licensing commitments.
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In particular, on November 19, 1981, the NRC Sta'ff issued a letter which

specified requirements for additional information related to design

verification of Diablo Canyon. PGandE must submit such. inform'ation prior to

. the issuance of any operating license authorizing operation of Diablo Canyon

Power Plant, Unit 1, above 5/ power. Subsequently, these requirements were

modified on December 8, 1982, when the Nuclear Regu7atory Commission approved

a three-step process for licensing Diablo Canyon Unit 7, with sequential

authorizations for fuel loading and cold system. testing (Step 1), initial
criticality and testing up to 5N power (Step 2), and full power operation

(Step 3).

On triarch 11, 1983, PGandE issued a Phase II Status Report'hich summarized the

progress of Phase II activities and the status of actions for resolution of

any identified issues. That status report, together with other reports from

PGandE, was submitted for Step 1 of the three-step program to provide

reasonable assurance that, prior to fuel loading, verification activities are

sufficiently complete to demonstrate that no significant deficiencies remain

undetected, and to ensure that the public health and safety will be adequately

protected for fuel loading activities.

This final report provides the Diablo Canyon Project (DCP) conclusions with

respect to the Phase II design verification program. It is submitted in

response to the NRC Staff's letter of November 19, 1981, and to the Step 3

requirement to permit full power operation. The report documents, in

conjunction with the IDYP final report, the adequacy of the Unit 1 design
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process and the compliance of the design with the license application. This

final report supersedes the Phase II Status Report and therefore should also

be considered par't of the documentation in support of Step 1, fuel loading and

cold system testing.

The IDVP reviews were performed to determine compliance with licensing

commitments and applicable r equirements, and included considerations of the

design chain, internal interfaces within PGandE, and external interfaces

between PGandE and its service-related contractors. Features of design

identified in the sample selected for detailed review are consistent with the

scope of work identified in the IDVP Phase II Program Management Plan.

The extensive IDVP Phase II review resu'Ited in a relatively small number of

issues to be resolved. This included five specif ic areas where additional

Phase II verification work was required. The DCP evaluated these issues,

developed action plans for their resolution, and provided information and

resolution to the IDVP so that this additional verification could be

completed. No further issues have been identified by the IDVP based on its
additional ver ification and no fur ther additional verification work is

required. Further, during the course of the DCP's own internal activities

related to the Phase II effort, only five items have been identified for

resolution. Each of these has been thoroughly investigated and resolutions

have been developed by the DCP.

iv
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The const uction quaIity assurance review, which was voluntari1y instituted by

PGandE and performed by the IDVP as an adjunct to the Phase II effort, yie1ded

resu1ts which strong1y support PGandE's confidence in the qua1ity of the

construction program.

Based on the extensive review and verification effort by the IDVP and the DCP,

the totality of the number of items reviewed, the re1ative1y few concerns

identified, the 1ack of generic deficiencies in basic design practices, and

the minima1 safety significance of these issues, the DCP be1ieves, with a high

degree of confidence, that the Phase II program has demonstrated the adequacy

of the current Unit 1 design process and the comp1iance of the design with the

1icense requirements.

0041L/0077 P/4
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1. 1 BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE .

On November 19, 1981, the Commission issued NRC Order CLI-81-30 suspending

Operating License No. DPR-76 which authorized PGandE to 1oad fue1 and test

Diablo Canyon Unit 1 at power 1eve1s of up to 5X of rated power. This Order

a1so specified the information which must be submitted and the requirements

which must be met by PGandE prior to the reinstatement of the 1icense. On the

same date, the NRC Staff sent a 1etter to PGandE requesting additiona1

information for NRC review and consideration prior to authorizing operation of

Diab1o Canyon Unit 1 above 5/ power., The program to restore the 1icense is
1 I

referred to as Phase I, and the program to provide the information requested

in the November 19 1etter for operation above 5% power is referred to as Phase
~

~

~ ~II. Consistent with Phase I objectives, the objectives of Phase II are to

verify the adequacy of the Diablo Canyon Unit 1 design and comp1iance with the

1icense application.

In Apri1 1982, PGandE formed an integrated Diab1o Canyon Pt oject with Bechtel

Power Corporation (Bechte1). The DCP organization is managed by a joint

management team of PGandE and Bechte1 personne1, with engineering and other

technica1 services supp1ied by both the PGandE and Bechte1 organizations and

by consuItants as needed. The DCP has a'iso been performing a separate but

comp1ementary effort to the IDVP, in performing its own reviews and reso1ving

issues identified by the IDVP.

0041L/0077P/5
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On June 18, 1982, Teledyne Engineering Services (TES), as the IDVP Manager,

submitted the Phase II Program Management Plan to the NRC. The Management

Plan defines the scope of the Phase II program and is responsive to the NRC

letter of November 19, 1981, and to subsequent interpretations developed

during Phase I of the IDVP. The Phase II program consists of three distinct

elements: (1) an independent design verification of nonseismic safety-related

work performed by service contractors prior to June 1978, (2) an independent

design verification of PGandE internal safety-related design activities, and

(3) an independent design verification of safety-related work by service

contractors performing work after January 2, 1978. On December 8, 1982, the

Commissioners approved the Phase II Program Management Plan and contractors as

discussed in SECY 82-414, dated October 13, 1982.

As an adjunct to the IDVP's Phase II Program, a sample-based construction

quality assurance (CgA) review was voluntarily instituted by PGandE to verify

documentary evidence of adherence to approved procedures and specifications as

well as physical evidence of conformance with design. This program provided

additional, convincing evidence of the adequacy of the construction of Diablo

Canyon and further demonstrated PGandE management's ongoing attention to

quality assurance. The CgA review work was conducted on an independent basis

by Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) for the IDVP. The

conclusions of these reviews were documented in Interim Technical Report (ITR)

36, Revision 1, and ITR 38, Revision 2. In particular, for the PGandE

contractors reviewed, the IDVP found that adequate controls and practices were

in place to ensure the quality of construction. Further, the IDVP found that

the as-constructed physical installations meet the design requirements and

1-2
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that the required inspections were in fact performed. The IDVP observed that

the number and significance of the issues identified were not unexpected given

the extensive review of construction activities. Overall, the IDVP found the

physical installations which it reviewed to be acceptable. Details of the

adjunct program, including conclusions and their bases, are discussed in

repor ts issued by the IDVP and no further details are provided in this

repor t.

The Commission-approved three-step 'licensing approach prescribes a process for

reinstatement of the operating license with initial authorization limited to

fuel loading and cold system testing designated as Step 1 of the three-step

process. Step 2 of the process authorizes initial criticality and low power

testing up to 5X of rated power. Step 3 is the issuance of a full power

license. As outlined in PGandE's December 3, 1982, letter to the NRC, the

requirements for Step 3 of the three-step licensing process include the

submittal of the Phase II Final Report by the Diablo Canyon Project. This

report, together with other reports from the DCP and IDVP concerning both

Phase I and Phase II, are needed to satisfy licensing requirements for full
power operation. This report documents the results of the Phase II program,

which is substantially complete. In the process of completing the

verification, certain additional information may be developed and added to the

.report or supplementary material prepared, as appropriate.

1-3
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The Phase II p'lanning efforts commenced -in March and Apri1, 1982, when the
ill

IDVP conducted severa1 meetings to determine the scope and p1an for the Phase

II program. In Hay 1982, the IDVP began the actua1 Phase II review effort in

anticipation of NRC approval of the Phase II Program Management P1an.

i

The IDVP Phase II effort samp1ed a wide range of activities, inc1uding pipe

break ana1ysis, system and component design, e1ectrica1 design, separation for

fire protection, and qua1ity assurance. The systems selected by the IDVP as

the samp1e for review were the auxi1iary feedwater system, the contro1 room

venti1ation and pressurization system, and the safety-re1ated portions of the

4160 vo1t e1ectrica1 distribution system. These systems were carefu11y

se'lected to cover a broad range of engineering activities, a broad range of

interna'l and externa1 interfaces, and a broad range in the degree of safety

significance. Provisions were made to expand the samp1e'f required by the

resu1ts from the initia1 samp1e. The NRC Staff, in SECY 82-414, reviewed and

approved this samp1ing approach. A discussion of the samp1ing methodo1ogy is

given in Section 1.4.

The IDVP review of these systems was comp1eted in October 'l982 and the results

were issued in the form of Error or Open Item Reports (EOIs, as defined in

Section 1.3.2.1 of this report). Based on these initia1 resu1ts, the IDYP

prepared and issued (beginning in ear1y December 1982) a number of Interim

Technica1 Reports (ITRs). These initia1 Phase II ITRs were issued prior to

receiving DCP responses to most of the issues which the ITRs addressed and,

therefore, were based on incomp1ete information. Since information from the

0041L/0077P/8
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DCP in response to the issues was still to be provided, mater ial presented in

these ITRs should have been characterized as still requiring resolution rather

than as conclusions. Technical meetings were held with the IDVP in the early

months of 1983 to discuss the DCP responses to the various EOIs and potential

additional verification requirements. Subsequently, the IDVP issued a

revision to the initial ITRs to reflect the input from the DCP and resolution

of the initial concerns.

The IDVP also determined that additional verification was required in five

design areas. The additional verification work identified by the IDVP has

been addressed and resolved by the DCP. Based on the resu its of this DCP

effort, the IDVP has determined that no further additional verification work

is required.

Concurrent with the IDVP effort, the DCP performed its own reviews to furnish

information to the IDVP. In addition to normal project support activities and

the functions relating to Phase I, the DCP assembled records and file
information and responded to findings, questions, and concerns identified by

the IDVP as well as the DCP. In the course of its review, the DCP identified

issues that required resolution. These issues have been resolved and are

summarized in Appendix B.

1-5
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1.2 SCOPE OF REPORT

The scope of this Phase II Final Report is dictated by the requirements of the

NRC letter dated November 19, 1981, as modified by NRC action on December 8,

1982, approving the three-step licensing process. Specifically, this report

describes the work performed to verify the adequacy of the Diablo Canyon Unit

1 nonseismic design of safety-related systems and compliance with the license

criteria and design bases. Discussions of the results and resolutions of

issues arising from the program are provided. Specific detailed information

on the Phase II program is documented in reports issued by the IDVP.

The IDVP findings result from the activities of Stone and Webster Engineering

Corporation (SWEC) and Reedy, Herbert, Gibbons Associates (RFR). Both are

under the program management of Teledyne Engineering Services (TES). These

organizations'hase II review activities are described in Section 1.3.1. The

IDVP Phase II work also includes review by Robert L. Cloud Associates (RLCA)

in the areas of piping and pipe supports, equipment and equipment supports,

and pipe rupture restraints. This work is primarily associated with the

seismic/structural aspects of systems design and is, therefore, included only

in the DCP Phase I Final Report, since that report included all

seismic/structural aspects of the DCP effort.

1-6
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The reporting of Phase II IDVP results is similar to Phase I in that ITRs are
II

issued by the IDVP when conclusions are reached by the IDVP. ITRs may also

contain references, sample definitions and descriptions, methodology, a

listing of EOIs, and an examination of trends and concerns. The elements of

the IDVP program are defined in the IDVP Phase II Program Management Plan.

Section 2.0 describes the findings of the Phase II design verification

efforts. It summarizes the EOIs issued by the IDVP and the Open Items issued

by the DCP, and describes their resolution.

Section 3.0 discusses the cause, significance, and impact of the IDVP findings

and discusses their significance to plant safety. This section also discusses

the findings of the DCP internal activities related to Phase II and describes

the status of their resolution.

Section 4.0 describes the schedule for completion of modifications resulting

from Phase II activities.
E

Section 5.0 presents DCP conclusions on the Phase II verification work.

Phase II EOIs are summarized in Appendix A. The DCP Open Items are summarized

in Appendix B.

1-7
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1.3 PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS AND TERMINOLOGY

1.3.1 PHASE I I ORGANIZATIONS

The participants in the Phase II Program are identified below and the scope of

their work is briefly descry ibed. More detailed information regarding these

activities is presented in the IDVP Phase II Program Management Plan.

1.3.1.1 Teled ne En ineerin Services (TES).

As Program Manager for the IDVP, TES ensured that the IDVP completed the

Phase II program in a technically competent, independent, and timely manner

that was responsive to NRC requirements. Implementation of Phase II tasks was

achieved by the program par ticipants, with continual review by TES in order to

accept and approve the recommendations of the program participants. In

particular, TES reviewed and approved potential areas of additional efforts

(additional samples or verification) to evaluate possible generic concerns.

Other program participants were responsible for identifying such potential

areas for TES approval.

1.3.1.2 Stone and Webster En ineerin Cor oration (SWEC)

SWEC selected representative samples of safety-related system designs and

analyses performed by PGandE and its service-related contractors; developed

the design chain for the sample systems; reviewed the selected sample systems

for design adequacy; verified that the design satisfies licensing commitments;

1-8
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and performed representative calculations for the purpose of design process

verification. The verification program included reviews of safety-related

system design requirements and analyses, including the electrical and

instrumentation and control design aspects. They also assessed the

appropriateness of the calculated environmental parameters used for equipment

qualification. The systems selected for the initial sample were the auxiliary

feedwater system, the control room ventilation and pressurization system, and

the safety-related portions of the onsite 4160 volt electrical distribution

system.

1.3. 1.3 Robert L. Cloud Associates (RLCA)

RLCA reviewed the seismic, structural, and mechanical aspects of piping, pipe

supports, components, and component supports included in the representative

samples selected by SPEC. The DCP included all seismic review activities in

Phase I, whereas the IDVP included review with regard to the Hosgri event in

Phase I and the design earthquake (DE) and double design earthquake (DDE)

review in Phase II. Thus, if RLCA identified seismic-related findings in

their Phase II review effort, the DCP included them as part of its Phase I

work.

1.3.1.4 Reed 'Herbert Gibbons Associates (RFR formerl R.F. Reed

RFR performed an audit and review of the programmatic implementation of

quality assurance programs and practices applied by PGandE and its contractors

to the design of representative samples, including those selected by SMEC.—

For several of the contractors, a review was performed of the design control

practices.

1-9
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In addition, for all other safety-related structures, systems, and components

designed by service-related contractors prior to June 1978, RFR developed the

design chain and performed a quality assurance audit and design control review

of PGandE and each nonseismic, service-related contractor, including

contractor interfaces with PGandE. The results of the audit and review are

documented in EOIs and in reports issued by RFR. These Phase II EOIs from RFR

are listed in Appendix A with numbers in the 7000 series.

1.3. 1.5 Diab'lo Can on Pro 'ect (DCP)

In April 1982, PGandE formed an integrated Diablo Canyon Project organization

composed of PGandE and Bechtel Power Corporation personnel. The DCP, under the

joint management of PGandE and Bechtel, performed all resolution and

completion activities associated with issues raised by the IDVP. In

performing these activities, the DCP identified other issues which are

descr ibed in Sections 2.2 and 3.0 of this report. In, addition, the DCP

performed the design and reanalysis activities for the additional verification

work related to the five design areas discussed in Section 3.0.

1-10
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1.3.2 PROGRAM TERMINOLOGY~ ~

The definitions in this section are consistent with the definitions in the

IDVP Program Management Plan.

1.3.2. 1 Error or 0 en Item Re ort

When an issue is identified by the IDVP, a file is created for the purpose of

identifying the issue and describing the significance of the concern. The

file is called an Error or Open Item Report.

1.3.2.2 ~tlt R

'j An Open Item Report (OIR) is issued for the purpose of reporting a potential

error or inconsistency in an EOI that has not been verified or fully assessed

as to its significance. Upon further explanation, the EOI is recategor ized as

an error, a deviation, or a closed item.

1.3.2.3 ~ER t

An Error Report (ER) is used to report an incorrect result that has been

verified as such. It may be due to a mathematical mistake, use of incorrect

analytical methods, omission of data, or use of inapplicable data. The Error

Report is used to indicate the error class as defined below. Further IDVP

action is required for Class A and B errors; further action may be required

for Class C and D errors if physical modifications are made by the DCP.

0041L/0077P /15
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(1) Class A - An error is considered Class A (ER/A) if design criteria

or operating limits of safety-related equipment are exceeded as a

result of the error, and physical modifications or changes in

operating procedures are required. Any DCP corrective action is

subject to verification by the IDVP.

(2) Class B - An error is considered Class B (ER/B) if design criteria

or operating limits of safety-related equipment are exceeded, but

are resolvable by means of more realistic calculations or retesting.

Any DCP corrective action is subject to verification by the IDVP.

(3) Class C - An error is considered Class C (ER/C) if incorrect

engineering or installation of safety-related equipment is found,

but no design criteria or operating limits are exceeded. No

physical modifications are required, but if any are made, they are

subject to verification by the IDVP.

(4) Class D - An error is considered Class D (ER/D) if safety-related

equipment is not affected. No physical modifications are required,

but if any are made, they are subject to verification by the IDVP.

1.3.2.4 Deviation

A deviation is a form of resolution indicating a departure from standard

procedure which is not a mistake in analysis, design, or construction. No

physical modifications are required, but if any are made, they are subject to

verification by the IDVP.

1-12
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1.3.2.5 Closed Item~ ~ ~

'I

A closed item (CLOSED) is a category indicating that the reported issue is

neither an error nor a deviation. No further DCP or IDVP action is required.

1.3.2.6 Interim Technical Re orts

Interim Technical Reports (ITRs) are prepared by the IDVP when a program

participant has completed a particular portion of its assigned effort. The

ITRs are used to document programmatic aspects ot to report detailed technical

results. Host ITRs are technical in nature and provide the results of a

completed verification task or are in support of EOIs. Other ITRs are

programmatic and used to document and define the IDVP decision as to the need

for additional verification, additional samples, or verification of DCP

activities. As information is updated, these ITRs may be revised. All
1,

reports are subject to the review and approval of the IDVP Program Manager,

except RFR-prepared quality assurance audits and reviews. All reports are

transmitted simultaneously to the DCP, NRC, and designated other parties.

1-13
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1.4 SCOPE AND DEPTH OF THE PHASE II REVIEW

The Phase II reviews by the IDVP were per formed to determine the adequacy of

plant design and compliance with licensing commitments and applicable

requirements. Design and licensing documents, including the FSAR and other

licensing submittals, were reviewed to identify such commitments. The IDVP

activities included a comprehensive review of the design for three selected

safety-related systems, certain safety-related analyses not associated with

specific comments, and a review of selected aspects of the plant quality

assurance program. The reviews included considerations of the design chain,

internal design interfaces within PGandE, and external interfaces between

PGandE and its service-related contractors. Areas of design identified for

detailed review are consistent with the Phase II scope of work identified in

the IDVP Phase II Program Management Plan.

The Phase II review was comprehensive in both scope and depth, and was

conducted under strict procedures for maintaining total independence from

PGandE and the DCP. The review procedures specified the selection of a sample

of safety-related systems for investigation and provided that additional

verification would be performed if the potential for generic concerns was

identified. This two-step process was implemented to provide reasonable

assurance that: (1) sufficient numbers of appropriate samples of varying

types of engineering design work were selected to ensure that any generic

concerns would be identified, and (2) the additional verification adequately

provided for the evaluation of potential generic concerns.

1-14
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Approximately 17,000 drawings have been transmitted to the IDVP, along with

3,200 documents totalling 435,000 individual sheets of design information. It
is estimated that more than 40,000 items of systems, cr iteria, design, input

data, and analyses have been reviewed and evaluated by the IDVP.

1.4.1 Initial Consideration of Safet S stems and Analyses

The goal of the IDVP's sample selection process was to select a broad sample

of various types of engineering design work to ensure that any generic design

concerns would be found. The auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS), the control

room ventilation and pressurization system (CRVPS), and the safety-related

portion of the 4160 volt electrical distribution system were selected as the

systems for independent verification. These three sample systems were

designed by different engineering groups within PGandE and, thus, permitted an

evaluation of a broad spectrum of the PGandE engineering organization.

The AFWS was selected because its design represented an interrelationship of

several design criteria and interfaces. Specifically, it involved interface

with HSSS vendor criteria and containment design criteria, interface of PGandE

internal organizations, and technology of determining a water system's

mechanical, electrical, and control component design cr iteria. In addition,

the AFWS often appears in the dominant accident sequences in various

probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) progr ams. In SECY 82-414, the NRC Staff

concurred with the bases for this selection by the IDVP.

1-15
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The CRVPS was selected because it also represented an interrelationship of

several design criteria and interfaces. Specifically, it involved interfaces

with several contractors, interface of PGandE internal design organizations,

and interface with the control room habitability criteria. It also

represented a contrast of design methods, since it is an air system rather

than a water system. In SECY 82-414, the NRC Staff concluded that the

selection of the CRVPS represents a significant addition to the initial sample

for Phase II.

The safety-related portion of the 4160 volt electrical distribution system was

selected because it is the basic power supply for safety-related e'lectrical

equipment. It also represented an interrelationship of several design

criteria and involved the interface of several PGandE internal design

organizations. In SECY 82-414, the NRC concurred in the selection of the 4160

volt system and concluded that this selection, in conjunction with the

electrical and instrumentation and control reviews associated with this

effort, provide an adequate initial sample of the design process for

electrical and instrumentation and control systems.

The following specific items were reviewed and the results documented in

reports from the IDVP:

(1) The auxiliary feedwater system (AFLIS) design, including mechanical,

fluid, electrical, and instrumentation and control design

1-16
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(2) The control room ventilation and pressurization system (CRYPS)

design including mechanical, fluid, electrical, and instrumentation

and control design

(3) The 4160 volt safety-related electrical distribution system design

I

(4) Effects of high-energy line cracks and internally generated missile

review outside containment, for the AFWS and the CRVPS

(5) Effects of high-energy line cracks and main steam line breaks for

the AFWS and the CRVPS

(6) Fire protection for the AFWS, the CRVPS, and the safety-related

portions of the 4160 volt electric system

(7) Calculations of the post-LOCA radiation environments used for

safety-related equipment qualification outside containment for the

AFWS and the CRVPS.

The electrical review for these systems, for example, included the loads,

feeders, raceways, and protective devices which are part of'hese systems.

The instrumentation and control design review included monitoring and alarming

cr iteria and design implementation, system control device criteria and design

implementation, review of design documents and installation drawings for

compliance with r egulatory and vendor equipment requirements, review of

equipment environmental qualifications, and review of processs functions.

Review of the other design aspects of these systems was similarly

comprehensive.
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Integrated radiation dose analyses in addition to temperature, pressure, and

humidity analyses, which were employed to define equipment environment, were

reviewed at two representative locations outside containment. One location

was associated with the AFWS, while the other was associated with the CRVPS.

These analyses were selected since this work was almost exclusively performed

by several contractors and involved a flow of design information through

PGandE engineering groups.

The verification considered, as a minimum, the following items in the design

process:

(1) Correct selection and incorporation of input into the design

(2) Reasonableness of assumptions used in the design

(3) Identification of applicable codes, standards, and regulatory

requirements to be used as a basis of design as committed to in

Diablo Canyon Unit 1 licensing documents

(4) Correctness of design interface information used in the design

(5) Adequacy of design or calculation method used

(6) Reasonableness of the outputs compared to the inputs

(7) Adequacy of equipment for the required application

1-18
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(8) Review of completed preoperational tests when applicable to

evaluate system and component operating performance

(9) Review of the sample system design requirements for compatibility

with the Unit 'l Technica'1 Specifications

(10) Review of redundancy criteria to determine if the system design

satisfied the single failure criteria as defined in licensing

documents

(11) Review of the fire protection provided for the selected sample

systems for conformance with the plant's licensing commitments

(12) Yerification that the system as designed and analyzed is equivalent

to the license design and to determine if adequate separation

exists to accommodate potential piping failures (pipe whip, fluid

jet, flooding, environment) and/or internally generated missiles

such that the system can accomplish its safety-related function

during exposure to such pipe break/cracks or missiles.

Table 1.0 presents a summary of the documentation reviewed associated with

each of the systems. This summary emphasizes the scope and depth to which the

initial sample examination was pursued.
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1.4.2 Additional Verification

The additional verification as required by the Phase II Program Management

Plan was identified in ITR-34. With concurrence by the IDVP, this additional

verification was performed by the DCP and the results have been verified by

the IDVP on a sampling basis. In SECY 82-414, the NRC concluded that the

additional sampling provisions of the Phase II program plan adequately

provided for evaluation of possible generic concerns.

Additional verification was required by the IDVP for the following five areas:

(1) Redundancy of equipment and power supplies in shared (Units 1 and 2)

safety-related systems

(2) Selection of system design pressure and temperature and differential

pr essure across power-operated valves

(3) Environmental consequences of postulated pipe rupture outside of

containment

(4) Jet impingement effects due to postulated pipe ruptures inside

containment

(5) Circuit separation and single failure review of safety-related
I

electr ical compo'nents.
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For each of the additiona1 verification areas, the DCP provided a description

of the type of activities it performed to support the IDVP verification

efforts. These efforts are reviewed and verified by the IDVP. The additional

verification represented a horizonta1 review; that is, a review of a

particu1ar concern in similar systems rather than a total vertica1 review of

a11 design work associated with a new system.

In summary, the two-stage review process that has been fo11owed by the IDVP in

Phase II a11owed both an in-depth inquiry to ver ify the comp'leteness of the

system design and a sufficient1y broad review to ensure that Diab'lo Canyon

Unit 1 design is adequate and meets 1icensing requirements.

1.4.3 Inde endent Nature of the IDVP

The Phase II work, as with a11 aspects of the IDVP, was conducted in a

comp1ete1y independent manner. DCP documentation for the systems reviewed was

suppIied to the IDVP and, where technica1 issues required discussion and/or

c'larification, technicaI meetings were proposed, announced, and conducted

under the procedures pertaining to DCP contact with IDVP. Designated other

parties were advised and attended severa1 of these technica1 meetings. Site

ver ification inspections by the IDVP have simi1ar1y been conducted in

accordance with IDVP procedures to ensure the required independence. This

independent review provides assurance that the activities and resu1ts of the

Phase II program were thorough, objective, impartia'l, and comp1ete.
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TABLE 1.0

SUHHARY OF DOCUHENTATION REVIEWED IN INITIAL
SAHPLE SELECTION OF THE PHASE II IDVP PROGRAH

~Sstem PGandE-Su 11ed Documentation IOVP Review/Oocumentat1on

l. Aux111ary Feedwater System Hechan1cal

o 600 pages of design cr1ter1a-related
information

o 100 pages of FSAR descr1pt1on
o 400 licensing-related documents
o 150 draw1ngs

Electrical

o 400 pages of task documents
o 10 sketches
o 300 pages of calculations
o 20 computer s1mulation
o l00 hours of field inspection

o 400 pages oP des1gn criteria related
1nformat1on

o 150 pages of licensing documents
o 2 FSAR chapters
o 75 draw1ngs, c1rcu1t schedules
o 75 electr1cal equipment and motor data

documents

o 14 pages of task and field
veri ficat1on packages

o l2 calculat1ons
o 30 hours of f1eld inspect1on

Instrumentation

o 5 FSAR sections
o ll PGandE to NRC letters
o PGandE environmental qual1fication report
o 5 schematic wir1ng diagrams
o 32 panel connect1on draw1ngs
o 14 1nstrumentat1on d1agrams
o 4 equ1pment spec1f1cat1ons

The review encompassed three ma)or
areas:
o Env1ronmental qual 1 fication

adequacy
o Systems des1gn, 1nclud1ng

1nstrumentat1on and control
redundancy, and l1censing
document compliance

o Field verificat1on of as-built
des1gn relat1ve to licensing
requ1rements

Other As ects of AFWS Rev1ew

In addit1on, a three-day
verif1cat1on of 120 control
dev1ces was performed to check
as-installed cond1t1ons against
drawings and requ1rements.

0040L/0077P - l6

o 300 pages of FSAR description
o 900 Pages of licens1ng documents
o 100 draw'Ings

o 350 pages of task packages
o 100 sketches and drawings
o 50 pages of calculat1ons
o 210 hours of field inspect1on





TABLE 1.0 t'd)

~Sstem PGandE-Su 11ed Oocumentation IOVP Review/Oocumentation

2. Control Room Vent1lat1on and
Pressur1zat1on System

Hechan1cal Electrical Control S stems

o 20 pages of FSAR descr1ption
o 350 pages of 11cens1ng documents
o 150 draw1ngs, c1rcuit schedules
o 30 spec1ficat1ons
o 400 pages of des1gn criteria-related material
o 2 FSAR chapters
o 75 electr1cal equipment and motor data

documents

o 300 pages of task review
packages

o 5 sketches
o 70 pages of calculations
o 130 hours of field inspect1ons
o 18 task and f1eld ver1fication

packages

3. 4160V Safety-Related Electrical
System

Hechan1cal Electrical Control S stems

o 400 pages of design cr1teria-related material
o 80 pages of FSAR description
o 150 pages of 11censing-related documents
o 35 drawings
o 2 Equ1pment and component speci f1cat1ons

o 37 documented rev1ew task and
f1eld ver1ficat1on packages

o 500 pages of calculations
o 75 hours of f1eld 1nspection

0040L/0077P - 17





2.0 RESULTS OF PHASE II VERIFICATION PROGRAM

This section summarizes the EOIs which have been issued by the IDVP and the

Open Items identified by the DCP for the Phase II verification program.

2. 1 RESULTS OF IDVP REVIEW

When a potentia1 issue is identified by the IDVP, an EOI is estab1ished for

the purpose of identifying the issue and describing the potentia1 significance

of the issue. As stated in Section 3.2.3 of the IDVP's Phase II Program

Management P'lan dated June 18, 1982, the verification criteria used for the

generation of EOIs were intentiona11y designed so that a 1ow thresho1d is

imposed upon the IDVP investigation to trigger the issuance of an EOI. Thus,

EOIs are issued for observations that may not u1timate1y resu1t in a

determination of error. In fact, the 1ow thresho1d criteria, when considered

in conjunction with the str ict requirement for IDVP independence which impeded

clarifying communications between the IDVP and the DCP, have resu1ted in the

issuance of EOIs that have 1itt1e or no significance to pub1ic hea1th and

safety.

Notwithstanding the 1ow thresho1d verification criteria, the extensive Phase

II review by the IDVP resu1ted in the issuance of onIy 70 EOIs. Of these,

on1y ten resu1ted in modifications to the p1ant and, as discussed in Section

3.2, none is considered of major safety significance.
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The EOIs are tabulated in Appendix A, which provides a description of each-

EOI, its classification as designated by the IDVP, and a description of the

DCP position on its resolution. The abbreviations used for EOI classification

are defined in Section 1.3.2.

The nature of the EOIs issued by the IDVP can be illustrated by grouping the

EOIs into the following four categories:

Category (1): This category contains all of the EOIs which were resolved by

providing additional information, or by providing clarification

or explanation of criteria or design bases. The DCP believes

that each of these EOIs should have been classified as a Closed

Item or a Deviation with no finding of error. A total of 44

EOIs fall into this category.

Category (2): This category contains those EOIs which involve inconsistencies

in the licensing documents, conflicts between earlier

commitments and later NRC requirements, or design

considerations that can be resolved by reanalysis. Sixteen of

the EOIs fall into this category. These issues were resolved

by documenting FSAR changes and c'larifications in accordance

with approved DCP procedures and NRC requirements, or by

reanalysis to ver ify documentation.

Category (3): This category contains two EOIs which resulted in minor plant

modifications.
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Category (4): This category contains the EOIs that have been identified as

requiring additional verification work. There are eight EOIs

in this category which can be grouped into five narrowly

defined areas as discussed in Section 3.0. Minor plant

modifications are indicated in the five areas.

The category of each EOI is indicated in the last column of Appendix A.

The EOIs falling into each category are identified in Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1

EOIs TABULATED BY CATEGORY

Category Category Category
() ) (2) (3)

Category
(4)

7001
7003
7004
7005
7006
8002
8003
8004
8005
8006
8007
8008
8013
80'15
8016
8019
8020
8021
8022
8027
8033
8034
8036
8037
8038
8039
8040
8041
8042
8043
8044
8045
8046
8047
8048
8050
8052
8053
8054
8056
8058
8061
8063
8064

8011
8014
8018
8023
8024
8025
8026
8028
8029
8030
8031
8049
8051
8055
8059
8060

8032
8035

7002*
8001
8009
8010
8012*
8017
8057*
8062

* EOI is not yet c1osed

Note: The numbers in each category refer to the EOI numbers. The EOIs are
summarized in Appendix A.
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2.2 DCP RESULTS

In the course of its review and implementation activities related to Phase II,
the DCP has identified five Open Items (OIs). These Open Items have been

resolved and are summarized in Appendix B. As discussed in Section 3.0 below,

the few resultant modifications to the plant are minor in nature and of

minimal safety significance.
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3.0 CAUSE SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT OF PHASE II
EOIs AND OIs RESULTING IN PLANT MODIFICATIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section further describes the Phase II findings of the IDYP and the DCP

which have resulted in modifications to the plant, and to assess the cause and

significance of those findings.

This section also discusses the scope, status, and results of the additional

verification work which is performed by the DCP and is verified by the IDVP as

described in ITR-34, Revision 1, dated March 1983. The additional

verification was performed in the following five areas:

(1) Redundancy of power supply for control room venti lation and

pressurization system (CRVPS) (EOI 8012)

(2) Design pressure rating conditions for auxiliary feedwater system

(AFWS) (EOIs 8009, 8010, and 8062)

(3) Pressure/temperature analysis for high-energy Tine breaks outside

containment (EOI 8001)

(4) Jet impingement analysis inside containment (EOI 7002)

(5) Circuit separation (EOIs 8017 and 8057).

3-1
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3.2 NATURE OF THE PHASE II FINDINGS

The nature of the findings in the Phase II design verification program is

substantially different from that of the Phase I seismic design review

findings. The causes of the seismic design findings under the Phase I program

were significantly related to the Iong history of changes in seismic criteria,

methodology, and basic seismic technology over an extended period of time.

Conversely, the Phase II program dealt primarily with basic mechanical and

electrical systems design characterized by well defined technologies that

exper ienced r elatively little change over the 15-year design period of the

project. These systems were subjected to extensive inspection and testing

under actual or simulated operating conditions.

As a result, it would be expected that system design findings in the Phase II
program would be of a more random nature, and so minor they would not

significantly affect overall system performance. It would also be expected

that any such findings would most likely occur in areas peripheral to the

major safety functioning of a system.

It is to be expected that within any good engineering design for systems of

the size and complexity of most nuclear power plant systems, a detailed and

extensive review will invariably discover a few specific random errors or

differences in judgement. There are tens of thousands of items in the

engineering proce'ss,for a nuclear plant, including criteria, calculations,
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analyses, dimensions, material properties, and other data. The test of a good

design is that these errors are found to be minor in that they do not prevent

the system or component from performing its intended safety function and that

they do not represent a serious, widespread deficiency in the overall design

process.

The results of the Phase II review of the Diablo Canyon Plant's engineering

design follow very closely the expectations outlined above. The findings are

of a minor and random nature. There was no common cause that could be

attributed to the findings as a group. The discrepancies had little, if any,

commonality between them, and the findings indicate no generic or programmatic

deficiencies in the design process. The results of the Phase II systems

review indicate that the design practices employed assure that there was

reasonable coordination between disciplines and appropriate control of the

engineering process to arrive at an acceptable design.

The cause, significance, and'mpact on facility design of the individual

findings are discussed below.
t

J

3.3 DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC PHASE II FINDINGS

3.3.1 AFWS LEVEL CONTROL VALVES (EOI 8032)

3~3
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The concern raised by the IDVP in EOI 8032 involved the method used to control

the AFWS contr ol valves in the event of a fire in the contro l room. The

valves have the capability of local control which meets NRC requirements.

However, a PGandE response to an NRC question during the fire protection

review stated that the valves could also be controlled from the remote hot

shutdown panel. The IDVP noted that the failure of a control board power

switch in a fire would prevent the operator from controlling the valves from

the hot shutdown panel.

Because control of the AFWS control valves from the hot shutdown panel is not

an NRC requirement, this EOI could have been resolved by revision of the

answer to the NRC's fire protection question. The DCP chose instead to rewire

the control board power switch to achieve circuit independence. This work has

been completed and verified by the IDVP.

3.3.1.2 Cause

s

When the switch was added to the control board, the design was reviewed

against all of the regulatory requirements and'FSAR commitments. The design

was believed to meet all these requirements and commitments by virtue of local

control capability, since the answer to the NRC question was intended to be a

description of the existing control circuitry, rather than a design

commitment.
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3.3.3.3 ~3i iii~ ~ ~

~ ~

The issue (EOI 8032) has no safety significance. The design of the control

board power switch has no effect on the required capability for local control

of the valves. The response to the NRC question describing the ability to

control the valves from the hot shutdown panel also stated that if the fire

was at the hot shutdown panel, an operator would go to the valves and manually

operate them. Clearly, this could also be done if the fire was at the main

control board.

3.3.2 SMOKE DETECTORS IN CRVPS INTAKE DUCTS (EOI 8035)

3.3.3.3 ~33 II

The issue .raised by EOI 8035 was that PGandE had not met the commitment made

during NRC's fire protection review to locate smoke detectors in the outside

air intake ducts of the CRVPS. In response to this issue, the DCP has

installed two smoke detectors in each outside air intake.

3.3.2.2 Cause

The precise cause of the omission of smoke detectors in the intake ducts has

not been determined. Because the commitment arose during the fire protection

review under the new NRC fire protection guidelines, intake duct smoke
I

detectors had not been addressed in the FSAR. However, smoke detectors had

been installed in the return flow path between the intake and supply ducts.
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This provided smoke detection for the control room air and could logically

have been considered as being located in both the intake and supply flow

paths. Thus, the most likely explanation is that the cognizant engineers felt
that the existing smoke detectors functionally and adequately satisfied the

fire protection commitment.

3.3.3.3 ~3i

The omission of the smoke detectors in the control room outside air intakes is

not a safety concern. Smoke detection capability had been installed in the

control room return flow for detection of smoke in the control room. In

reviewing the DCP's resolution of this EOI, the IDVP stated in EOI 8035,

Revision 7, that "the lack of these smoke detectors would pose no significant

safety concern."

3.3.3 POWER SUPPLIES FOR SHARED SYSTEMS (EOI 8012 AND DCP OPEN ITEM NO. 30)

3.3.3.1

The concern raised by the IDVP in EOI 8012 involved the application of the

single failure criterion to the power supplies for the CRVPS. The FSAR

requires the system (common to Units 1 and 2) to withstand an additional

passive failure with the power supply from either Unit 1 or Unit 2

unavailable. The IDVP questioned the appropriateness of relying on the Unit 2

power supply during the interim period before the Unit 2 operating license is

issued.
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The DCP identified this issue prior to the issuance of EOI 8012 in a

Nonconformance Report NCR-DC1-82-EE-N018 (NCR) dated May 28, 1982. Despite

the issuance of the NCR, the DCP s position is that reliance on the Unit 2

power supply is appropriate, and that the design is, therefore, technically

adequate and fully in compliance with the requirements of the single failure

criterion. In fact, the Unit 2 diesel generators and the associated power

supplies are currently available and have been available for the past several

years.

Nevertheless, to resolve the concern of the IDVP, the DCP is making electrical

modifications to allow the single failure criterion to be'met for Unit 1

without the availability of Unit 2 power supplies. An assembly of two

transfer switches and associated circuit breakers for the redundant 480 volt

power supplies is being added to the system. With these modifications, all

ventilation and pressurization system control panels will be supplied from

transfer switches, which can be used to select either a Unit 1 or a Unit 2

power source.

3.3.3.2 Additional Ver ification

EOI 8012 prompted additional verification efforts to provide assurance that a

similar situation does not exist in other systems which are shared between

Unit 1 and Unit 2. The diesel fuel oil transfer system (DFOTS) is the only

other shared safety-related system required to mitigate the effects of

accidents addressed in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. The additional verification

effort consisted of a review by the DCP of the power supplies to the DFOTS.
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The review demonstrated, that for all required conditions, the DFOTS will

operate proper1y without the availability of Unit 2 power supplies. The task

identified a11 power circuits required for operation of the DFOTS and the

power supp1y (Unit 1 and Unit 2 bus) for each train. A single failure

analysis demonstrated that the system wi11 perform adequately when a11 Unit 2

power sources are unavailab1e.

The IDVP concurred with the review performed by the DCP. Resu1ts of the IDVP

verification of the DCP analyses re1ated to this issue are documented in ITR

45, Revision 0, May 17, 1983.

3.3.3.3 Cause

The cause of EOI 8012 is exp1ained by the situation as described above. The

DCP fee1s that the system as origina11y designed was technically adequate and

met the single failure cr iterion.

3.3.3.4 ~ai

if'ased

on the above discussion, it is the DCP s judgement that the concerns of

EOI 8012 and the resu1ting modifications have no net impact on plant safety.

The original design was an adequate and rational approach to providing

redundancy of power supplies for the CRVPS. The modified design, with

additional transfer switches and breakers, decreases the probability of

component fai1ure (bus fai1ure) affecting operation but adds somewhat to the

operational complexity of the plant.
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3.3.4 SELECTION OF SYSTEM DESIGN CONDITIONS (EOIs 8009, 8010, and 8062)~ ~

3.3.3.1 ~ti
These EOIs are concerned with the possibility of exceeding the design pressure

rating of specific portions of the AFWS under certain modes of operation.

EOI 8009 involves the possible overpressurization of portions of the system if
there were to be extended operation of the AFWS motor-driven pumps with the

pump discharge valves shut, or if, dur ing operation of the turbine-dr iven AFWS

pump, turbine overspeed should occur simultaneously with the pump's discharge

valves being shut.

The concern identified in EOI 8062 was that,'or a certain extremely unusual

hypothetical event, a control valve in the steam line between the steam
33

i

generator and the turbine-driven AFWS pump may be exposed to a higher

differential pressure than that to which it was explicitly qualified to

operate. The condition would occur only if there were a sustained release

from the steam generator safety valves concurrent with a demand to start the

turbine-dr iven pump. Even if this were to occur, the turbine-driven AFWS pump

would not be required unless a motor-driven AFWS pump, which is completely

qualified and receives power from the emergency diesel generators, would be

unavailable.
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EOI 8010 involves the possibility of exceeding the design pressure in the

coolers for the bearings and governor of the turbine-driven AFWS pump when the

turbine-driven pump is in operation in conjunction with operation of the

motor-driven AFWS pumps.

In response to these EOIs, the DCP has reviewed the entire AFWS and has

recalculated maximum operating pressures for the various operating modes of

the system. The AFWS piping, valves, flanges and components have been

evaluated against these conditions and all system modifications necessary to

meet the design criteria have been made.

3.3.4.2 Additional Verification

To ensure that design pressures have been properly determined in other

systems, the DCP reviewed the operating pressures, temperatures, and valve

differential pressures (for valves required to operate) for all

PGandE-designed safety-related systems. Calculations were performed to

confirm that the design conditions were met under the various system operating

modes. Piping components (pipe, valves, and flanges) and mechanical equipment

(pumps, heat exchangers, etc.) have been verified for their respective design

conditions by reviewing component specifications and purchase documentation.
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The additional verification effort has identified certain instances of

pressures slightly exceeding design pressures. This has resulted in the

addition of a restriction orifice to reduce pressures in the lube oil coolers

for the CCW pumps and the replacement of studs on the steam traps on the steam

supply lines to the AFWS turbine. Both modifications were minor, and the

overpressurization conditions involved were small. The additional

verification effort has essentially been completed and additional

modifications, if any, are also expected to be minor.

3.3.4.3 Cause

The conditions identified in EOIs 8009 and 8062, as well as the results of the

DCP s additional verification efforts, are due to design judgement and code

interpretation involving the selection of the modes of operation for which the

system was designed. System design pressures are determined by the system

designer based on a detailed understanding of system operation. The code

permits the designer a certain degree of 'latitude, based on engineering

judgement, in selecting the modes of abnormal operation to be analyzed. Thus,

depending on the likelihood of occurrence of various combinations of events,

the code does not explicitly require that the system be designed to

accommodate the highest pressures that might result from an unlikely

combination of unusual occurrences. It must also be noted that analyses

performed currently have, in general, evolved to a more stringent standard

than was considered acceptable by the industry when the Diablo Canyon

design was originally established. The codes in use when the systems were
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designed did not give definitive guidance on how to app1y the a11owances for

abnorma1 conditions. Thus, whi1e the design judgements may have been

reasonab1e and adequate then, it is a question of judgement whether they wou1d

be considered acceptab1e today. Because of the minima1 safety signifance

invo1ved, it is debatab1e whether these occurrences shou1d be cIassified as

error s.

The overpressur ization in the turbine coo1ers identified in EOI 8010 arose as

a result of a 'later system modification to improve startup f1ow to the

coo1ers. In imp1ementing the fIow improvement, the designers fai1ed to
i Er

recognize the sma11 increase in pressure resu1ting from the design change.

The detai1ed ca1cu1ations subsequent1y performed by the DCP indicate that any

overpressure is not significant.

3.3.4.4 ~NMfi

The safety significance of the IDVP's AFWS findings and the DCP's additiona1

verification resu1ts are re1ative1y minor. The improbab1e combination of

operating conditions that would cause pressure in excess of the design

pressures wou1d be deve1oped only during abnorma1 operating modes. In any

event, the resu1ting pressures are 'less than those imposed during hydrostatic

testing of the affected components and the postu'lated operating conditions

wou1d not cause a faiIure of the system pressure boundaries. In addition, the

system invo1ving the AFWS turbine-driven coo1ers has been operated

satisfactori1y at the higher pressures.
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3.3.5 HIGH-ENERGY LINE BREAK ANALYSIS OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT (EOI 8007)
~ ~

3.3.5.1 ~i ti

EOI 8001 is concerned with the applicability of the CONTEMPT computer code

used by Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC) for calculation of environments

outside containment following assumed pipe breaks. The SWEC computer code,

THREED, was run for comparison, and resulted in a long-term equilibrium

temperature in the GE and GW areas of the auxiliary building and in the

turbine building higher than the results obtained in the NSC calculation. The

lower temperatures calculated by NSC with the CONTEMPT code resulted from

inappropriate application of the model for vented compartments.

In response, the DCP reanalyzed a77 postulated high-energy 7ine breaks in all

plant areas outside containment. The reanalysis is based on field walkdowns

and a subcompartment model which utilized the actual field walkdown

information. The Bechtel FLUD computer code, which appropriately treats

compartment venting, is used for this model. Results of the DCP analysis are

consistent with the results of th'e IDVP (SWEC) analysis.

The DCP's work is nearly complete and certain modifications have been

identified for the GE/GW areas of the auxiliary building. Compartment doors

and blockouts are being strengthened; flow 7imiters are being installed at the

main steam line containment penetrations; and vent openings are being modified

to relieve compartment pressure. Modifications of these types may be
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identified in other areas upon completion of the analysis. In addition, all

safety-related equipment is evaluated for environmental qualification under

the changed temperature and pressure conditions.

3.3.5.2 Cause

Originally, in accordance with the accepted practice of the nuclear industry

at the time, the Diablo Canyon design criteria contained no requirement to

evaluate the environmental effects of pipe break outside containment. It was

the consensus of engineers and designers involved in the early nuclear plant

safety evaluations that catastrophic pipe break in high-energy piping systems

fabr icated from ductile materials was an extremely unlikely event and that

such events need not be considered as a design basis. The inherent separation

of systems and the redundancy of safety features further reinforced the belief

that designing for specific line break effects was unnecessary. Further, all

of these high-energy lines are specifically designed to accept all postulated

loads without rupture. The operating history of nuclear plants has supported

that early consensus in that there have been no known failures in large piping

systems.

However, in 1972 the NRC Staff required that high-energy line breaks be

considered in safety-related compartments and rooms outside of the

containment. This analytical effort was subcontracted to NSC which performed

the original eva1uations in that time frame.
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In performing its work during the 1974 time frame, NSC used the CONTEHPT

computer code, a commerciaIIy avaiIabIe code developed for the NRC by the

Idaho Nationa1 Engineering Laboratory that had been used in performing

containment pressure/temperature anaIyses. ApparentIy, the NSC engineers

performing the anaIysis did not recognize a reIativeIy obscure instabiIity in

the code when it was appIied to a vented compartment of a certain

configuration. This instabiIity resuIted in the code predicting Iower

temperatures and pressures than actua11y might be seen in the event of a Iarge

pipe rupture in the compartment;

3.3.5.3 ~Ei W

The impact of this error on overaII pIant safety is minima1. As discussed

above, the initiating event of a catastrophic pipe rupture is extremeIy

unIikeIy. Even if such a break shouId occur, the conservatism in equipment

environmenta1 qualification for temperature and pressure, redundancy and

separation of safety systems, the diversity of safety features, and avaiIabIe

remedia1 operator action a11 serve to minimize the consequences such that

this error is not judged to be a significant safety issue.
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3.3.6 JET IMPINGEMENT ANALYSIS INSIDE CONTAINMENT (EOI 7002)~ ~

3.3.6.'l Descri tion and Additiona'1 Verification

Section 3.6 of the FSAR commits to jet impingement analyses resulting from

high-energy pipe breaks inside containment. EOI 7002 was issued, not because

of any findings of inadequate design, but rather because the DCP could not

supply adequate documentation of jet impingement analyses on components inside

the containment.

i

In response, the DCP has established a program to perform a formal analysis

for jet impingement inside containment. The purpose of the DCP jet

impingement analysis is to ensure that, following postulated high-energy pipe
I

breaks inside containment, the plant can be placed in a safe shutdown
r

condition, the consequences of the accident can be mitigated, and site

boundary radiation exposure limits are not exceeded.

The jet impingement analysis consists of identification of all high-energy

break locations inside containment; definition of the zone of influence in

which postulated jets can cause damage; identification of safety-related

structures, systems, and components within the zone of influence; and

performance of safety eva'luations to ensure that safety-related structures,

systems, and components required to function fo'llowing the postulated break

are avai 1 able.
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The analysis for components is essentially complete, and the need for

modifications has been identified in only one area. The modifications will be

minor, and will be either the addition of pipe restraints in the area or the

relocation of a few components. Modifications, if any, with respect to

structures and piping systems have not yet been identified.

3.3.6.2 Cause

As was typical for plants of this vintage, formalized analyses for jet

impingment were not done for the original plant design, which was based on

inherent separation of safety systems through an appropriate arrangement of

equipment, piping, walls, and other structures. The current NRC guidelines

for formal jet impingement evaluation defined in Section 3e6 of the Standard

Review Plans had not been issued at that time. Jet impingment effects were,

however, taken into account. The plant arrangement was designed so that a

catastrophic break of a high-energy line or other unexpected phenomenon would

not affect a redundant safety system, and the original design included

appropriate consideration of break locations and calculations for jet

impingement forces on major structures.

As nuclear plant design progressed and requirements became more formalized and

were upgraded, more rigorous documentation of the adequacy of jet impingement

design was required by the NRC. The DCP has upgraded the original design

basis by the performance of a formalized, rigorous investigation of jet

impingment utilizing the current requirements and techniques.
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3.3.6.3 ~Rifi

At the time Diab1o Canyon was origina11y designed, rigorous jet impingement

ana1yses were not required. The EOI did not suggest that the consideration

given to jet impingement effects at that time was necessari1y inconsistent

with the FSAR commitment. As was discussed in Section 3.3.~ of this report,
l

the initiating event of a catastrophic pipe break is extreme1y un1ike1y.

Postu'lating cascading fai1ures as,a consequence of secondary effects, e.g.,

jet impingement, is even more prob1ematic. Consequent1y, this issue is not a

significant safety concern.
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3.3.7 CIRCUIT SEPARATION (EOIs 8017 and 8057)

3.3.7.1 ~OI ti

These EOIs pertain to circuit separation between redundant vitalities in

safety systems. EOI 8017 involves circuit separation between two vitalities

at transfer switches, and EOI 8057 involves separation of mutually redundant

circuits within panels.

The selector switch circuit for the CRVPS discussed by the IDVP in EOI 8017

was designed to enable the operator to select between two redundant sources of

control power. Thus, at the selector switch, the two redundant control power

sources come together in a single device separated by the mechanical and

electrical features of the device. While it is extremely unlikely that the

switch would fail in such a way that both power supplies would be

simultaneously short circuited, this design has nevertheless been revised to

improve circuit separation by providing two parallel selector switches, thus

separating the circuits both mechanically and electrically.

In EOI 8057, the IDVP identified certain locations within panels where circuit

separation related to the CRPVS and the AFWS did not completely meet the

committed separation requirements. These situations occurred where circuits

for mutually redundant instruments or devices were located within the same

panel. In these instances, fireproofing tape was added or separation was

otherwise provided in conformance with the separation criteria.
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3.3.7.2 Additiona1 Verification~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

To ensure exact comp1iance with separation requirements, the DCP performed a

review of a11 mutua11y redundant circuits within panels, and added additiona1

fireproofing tape or otherwise provided separation as required to meet the

separation criteria.

In addition, the safety-re1ated circuits for a11 p'lant systems were reviewed

to ensure that the required circuit separation is met wherever circuits from

two vita1ities come together at instruments or devices. This ensured that

circuit separ ation in a11 p1ant systems meets a conservative interpretation

of FSAR commitments.

The review resu1ted in a number of minor modifications. Low vo1tage fuses

were added to provide iso1ation of non-vita1 circuit functions, some common

termina1 b'locks were rep1aced by separate termina1 b1ocks, a common mode

se1ector switch was replaced by two para11e1 switches, circuits were separated

by si1icone fire barriers, and re1ays were e1iminated by simpIifying the CRVPS

contro1 circuitry.

3.3.7.3 Cause

The cause of these findings invo1ves the interpretation of NRC's separation

criteria as they have evo1ved over time within the industry, and the

subsequent judgement applied in imp1ementing the criteria. In the ear1y

design of the plant, it was not intended that the separation criteria be

1 iter a11y app1ied
f
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all the way to the redundant devices and terminal blocks where the circuits

came together within panels. Within that context, it was standard practice to

weigh competing considerations for low probability failure events. The value

of operational flexibilitygained by cross-tying redundant trains, for
\

example, would be weighed against the unlikely occurrence of failure at the

point of the cross-tie. Often the gain in operational flexibilityoutweighs
'h I

the risk of the local failure at the point of cross-tie.

Before arriving at the final design of the switch reported in EOI 8017, the

original designers considered many factors in the application of circuit

separation criteria, including the safety function of the system, the

desirability of a cross-tie or use of common instrumentation and devices, the

available time for operator initiated corrective action, the inherent

protection of panel mounted devices, and the nature of the device itself.

Thus, the judgement was made to decrease the possible need for additional

operator action by designing one switch to select between two redundant

control power sources. The DCP believes the original design was adequate and

appropriate considering all of the above factors and that this situation does

not represent an error or deficiency in the design.

The circuits identified in EOI 8057 were originally designed in accordance

with the then-acceptable practice of applying engineering judgement when the

circuits come together within panels. As the electrical design developed,

instructions were issued to the field to separate redundant circuits by at

least 5 inches or by the use of fire proofing tape or other approved
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means. These instructions, as well as the literal interpretation of

separation criteria required at these points, have been found to be somewhat

unclear. In any event the design was not considered to have been inconsistent

with the then-acceptable interpretation of NRC separation requirements.

3.3.7.4 ~Rifi

It is the judgement of the DCP that this item has no significance to public

health and safety. Any minor improvement to device (switch) redundancy and to

separation barriers within local areas of cabinets and device modules would be

expected to be offset by slightly more difficult operation and maintenance.

Thus, it is believed that the safety of the plant is neither improved nor

degraded by this finding and the resulting minor modifications.

3.3.8 125VDC Sl<ITCHGEAR BREAKER RATING (DCP OPEN ITEM NO. 28)

3.3.8.1 ~i ei

During the course of the DCP's internal activities re'1ated to the Phase II

program, the DCP noted that 125Vdc switchgear assemblies had been supplied by

the manufacturer with certain breakers having interr upting ratings of 10,000

amps rather than the 20,000-amp rating specified in the purchase

specifications. The nonconforming breakers have been replaced with 20,000-amp

breakers as originally specified.
I

All other safety-related dc breakers were reviewed. No other nonconforming

breakers were found.
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3.3.8.2 Cause

This issue was the result of manufacturer error. The incorrectly sized

circuit breakers were incorporated as components of the switchgear assembly

which was supplied, fully assembled, by the manufacturer in 1970.

3.3.8.3 ~Ei

if'ittle

practical safety significance is associated with this issue. The

electrical configuration is such that it is not likely that these breakers

would have been exposed to a fault current exceeding the breaker rating. Even

if the breakers'ating had been exceeded, it is very likely that they would

have satisfactorily interrupted the maximum available short circuit current.

It has been the DCP's experience that the breakers furnished are designed with

considerable margin, and the actual fault current would probably be much less

than the specified rating.

While it is extremely unlikely that one of these breakers should fail to

successfully interrupt the fault, the plant is designed such that redundant

trains are available to provide necessary power to the safety related dc loads.
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3.3a9 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM DESIGN (DCP OPEN ITEN NO. 34)~ ~

!

&

3.3.9.1 ~oi ti

u

A small sample cooler which was not seismically qualified was installed on the

"A" loop of the Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) in response to a TMI

backfit requirement. The NRC did not require that the sample cooler be safety

grade or seismic Category 1, but the FSAR states that all equipment on the "A"

loop of the CCWS is to be seismically qualified unless specifically stated

otherwise. Since the FSAR, which predates the TMI backfit requirements, did

not address the sample cooler, its installation was technically inconsistent

with the FSAR commitment. The sample cooler has since been qualified to

seismic Category 1 by analysis.

3.3.9.2 Cause

The sample cooler unit was purchased along with similar units for other

plants, and since the NRC did not require that such units be safety grade or

seismic Category 1, the unit was purchased without these upgraded

requirements. The unit is small relative to the CCWS (3/4-inch connection

coming from a 20-inch diameter CCW pipe), and was judged capable of

withstanding large seismic accelerations by the nature of its design and

construction. Accordingly, installation of the unit on the "A" loop of the

CCWS was considered acceptable. Thus, although the installation was

technically acceptable, the strict FSAR commitment and description were not

met and the issue was reported by the DCP as an open item.
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3.3.9.3 ~Ei 111~ ~ ~

~

In view of the technical adequacy of the sample cooler, this open item has no

safety significance.

3.3.10 DC/480VAC SWITCHGEAR VENTILATION SYSTEM (DCP OPEN ITEM NO. 36)

3.3.13.1 ~D

A current heat load computation has shown that the ventilation system for the

dc equipment and the 480Vac switchgear housed in the switchgear, battery

charger, and inverter rooms is unable to keep all of these areas within the

temperature limits at extreme design conditions. New fans have been procured

with increased air flow capacity so that the maximum temperatures in these

rooms wil'l not exceed the ratings of the electrical equipment served.

The DCP has updated all safety-related HVAC system heat loads and is reviewing

the as-built systems for all safety-related equipment to determine compliance

with design requirements.

3.3.'l0.2 Cause

Consistent with industry practice, the design and procurement of ventilation

systems for Diablo Canyon were performed prior to finalization of the

equipment and the design of the areas served. The heat loads were estimated

based on previous experience and the equipment was sized and configured to
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accomodate adjustments to the design requirements. Subsequent review of the

as-bui1t conditions showed an increase in the estimated heat 1oads. In the

case of the venti1ation system serving the dc equipment and 480Vac switchgear,

the heat 1oads exceed the capabi1ity of the fans that were insta11ed.

The probabi1ity that the final design requirements might, in time, exceed the

reserve capacity of the origina1 venti1ation system increases the 1onger p1ant

design is extended. Considering an intervening period of more than 12 years,

and the continuous efforts to enhance p1ant operation and safety, some

measures beyond venti1ation system adjustment cou1d be reasonab1y expected.

Among the safety-re1ated venti1ation systems at Diab1o Canyon, this

equipment/switchgear venti1ation system is the on1y case where simp1e

adjustment cou1d not accomodate current requirements under extreme design

conditions.

3.3.10.3 ~Ei

if'1though

the existing system wou'ld have a11owed temperatures to exceed rated

'limits during the hours of the year in which the most adverse design

conditions are postu1ated, the resu1tant temperature excursions wou1d not be

1arge enough to prevent the electrical equipment from performing its safety

function. At worst, it might have caused a reduction in the expected

operating 1ife of the equipment and required repIacement earIier than might

otherwise have been expected. Thus, no safety significance is attributed to

this finding.
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~ ~3.3.11 RADIATION MONITORS (DCP OPEN ITEM NO. 38)

1

3.3.11.1 ~gati

Regulatory Guide 1.52 states that the controls for the operating modes for the

ventilation system of the fuel handling building should be Class I. Two

radiation monitors installed for this purpose were not designed to be Class

I. This item will be resolved by adding two Class I radiation monitors to the

system.

3.3.11.2 Cause

The cause of this finding can be attributed to an ambiguity in the FSAR

commitment which descr ibed the extent of compliance with Regulatory Guide

1.52. The instrument c'lassifications were based on a review of all safety

functions performed by the instrumentation. This review did not identify the

radiation monitor signals as performing a safety function since the safety

function of the two radiation monitors was not specifically addressed in the

FSAR and no credit is taken for these monitors in any safety analysis in the

FSAR. Thus, it is unclear whether the FSAR implied a commitment to install

Class I radiation monitors.
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Because no credit is taken for the monitors in any FSAR safety analysis, and

because significant fuel handling accidents (the only accidents which might

employ these monitors) occur in the presence of operators and would be

mitigated manually by the operators, this issue is considered to be of on'ly

minor, if any, safety significance.
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4.0 SCHEDULE FOR COMPLETION OF MODIFICATIONS

4.1 MODIFICATIONS PRIOR TO FUEL LOADING

Nearly all of the plant modifications identified by the verification program,

including all modifications necessary for or in support of fuel loading, will

be completed prior to fuel loading. The status of modification work is

updated regularly in the PGandE Semimonthly Status Reports.

4.2 PHASE II MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING FUEL LOADING

Item 5(d) of Attachment 1 to the Commission's Order of November 19, 1981,

recognizes that certain modifications not required for fuel loading may be

completed following fuel loading. Similarly, items 1(d), 2(d), and 3(d) of

the NRC Staff's letter of November 19, 1981, acknowledge that certain

modifications not required for operation above 5X power might be completed

following 5X power testing. Possible modifications resulting from the Phase

II verification program which might not be completed until after fue'1 loading

are discussed below. With the possible exception of environmental

qualification of some equipment, all modifications are expected to be

completed prior to initial criticality.
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~ ~4.2.1 MODIFICATIONS TO MEET SYSTEM DESIGN PRESSURES

The additional verification efforts described in Section 3.3.4.2 to ensure

proper determination of design pressures in safety-related systems have

essentially been completed. However, there is the possibility that the need

for additional minor modifications may be identified. Should this occur, it
is possible that some such modifications may be accomplished following fuel

loading. Any modifications to systems or components necessary for or in

support of fuel loading will be completed pr ior to fuel loading.

4.2.2 MODIFICATIONS RESULTING FROM HIGH-ENERGY LINE BREAK ANALYSIS

As discussed in Sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6, further modifications may be

identified as a result of the completion of the DCP's review of high-energy

line breaks and jet impingement. If further modifications are needed, it is

possible that some may not be completed prior to fuel loading. This would not

present a safety concern because conditions do not exist for a high-energy

line break in conjunction with fuel loading. Also, any modification to

systems, components, or structures necessary for or in support of fuel loading

will be accomplished prior to fuel loading.

The review of high-energy line breaks includes a reanalysis of the

environmental qualification of all affected equipment. The reanalysis will be

completed prior to fuel loading. Any equipment requiring environmental
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qualification will either be qualified prior to fuel loading or an evaluation

will be performed to ensure that the plant can be safely operated (including

fuel loading) pending completion of the required equipment qualification,

consistent with regulatory requirements.

4.2.3 MODIFICATIONS TO SWITCHGEAR VENTILATION SYSTEM

Installation of the fans for the dc/480Vac ventilation system, as described in

Section 3.3.10, will be completed prior to fuel loading, with the possible

exception of the supply fan damper actuator s. If the actuators are not

available prior to fuel loading, the dampers will be manually operated du} ing

the period before the actuators are installed.

4.2.4 RADIATION MONITORS

The two radiation monitors to be added to the ventilation system of the fuel

handling building, as discussed in Section 3.3.11, will not be available for

installation until after fuel loading. The monitors are not required until

irradiated fuel is in the fuel handling building, and therefore are not

necessary for or in support of fuel loading.
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5.0 CONCLUSION

The Phase II program, including the selection and depth of review of the

safety-related systems, was designed to assure the adequacy of the plant

design by looking for and evaluating programmatic deficiencies in the design

process. The Phase II verification program found the plant to be free of such

programmatic deficiencies, and provided reasonable assurance of the adequacy

of the nonseismic plant design and design process and compliance of the design

with licensing requirements. The deficiencies which were found tended to be

of a random and minor nature and did not indicate the existence of generic

concerns which would indicate either the need for additional verification

samples or the existence of significant deficiencies in plant design.

Considering the extensive breadth and depth of the IDVP review and the low

threshold verification criteria employed by the IDVP for the issuance of EOIs,

the number of EOIs issued was extremely small. Moreover, the EOIs involved

observations which, upon further investigation, were determined to be of

little or no safety significance. The majority of the EOIs were resolved by

clarification or explanation of criteria or design bases and, in some cases,

providing additional documentation to resolve conflicts between earlier

commitments and later NRC requirements. Some EOIs were resolved by design

reanalysis. The relatively few modifications performed were minor in nature.

Thus, the results of the Phase II verification program provide the necessary

level of assurance of the adequacy of the nonseismic design and design process

for the Diablo Canyon Unit 1 safety-related systems. Nothwithstanding the

long period of time over which the plant's engineering design took place and
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the significant amount of engineering effort to meet the upgrading of

requirements over this per iod, the systems engineering appears to be

comparable to and consistent with standard industry practice.

Based upon the extensive effort by the IDVP, the totality of the number of

items reviewed, the relatively few errors and discrepencies found, and the

lack of safety significance of these items, the DCP believes that no

significant deficiency exists in any system that would affect safe operation

of the plant. Accordingly, there is reasonable assurance that the Diablo

Canyon Power Plant Unit 1 can be operated without undue risk to the health and

safety of the public.
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APPENDIX A

PHASE II IDVP EOls

EOI
NUHBER SUNDRY DESCRIPTION

IOVP
CLASSIFICATION OCP STATUS/DCP PDSITION

OCP

CATEGORY

7001 GEZR QA Audit and Review
Report - HVAC System

7002 PGandE QA Audit and Rev1ew
Report - Conta1nment
Components

No ev1dence was ava1lable that an inde-
pendent review of the auxil1ary and
fuel handling building HVAC pressure
drop calculations (performed by GEAR)
had been performed.

No evidence could be Found that the
effects of )et 1mpingement on compon-
ents inside containment were cons1d-
ered.

Completed
(Closed Item)

ER/AB

Completed.
Adequate review of calculat1ons
in question was performed.
Evidence was provided to IOVP.

The OCP has established a program
to perform a formal analysis For
)et 1mp1ngement 1ns1de containment.

(4)

7003 PGandE QA Aud1t and Rev1ew
Report - Conta1nment
Isolation System

PGandE did not 1n all 1nstances
resolve the Open Items 1dentif1ed by
EOS 1n accordance with their review
of the conta1nment 1solat1on system.

Completed
(Closed Item)

-Oes1gn review comaents were
resolved 1nternally.

7004 Quadrex QA Aud1t and Rev1ew
Report - Thermal Hydraul1c
Analys1s

7005 Quadrex QA Audit and Review
Report - Equipment Outs1de.
Conta1nment Environmental
Qual1ficat1on

7006 PGandE/RRA QA Aud1t and
Rev1ew Report - Rad1ation
Dosage Analyses

The val1dity of door posit1ons (1.e.,
open or closed) 1n the pressure,
temperature, and flooding analyses
was not known, and certa1n
penetrations were assumed to be open,
whereas design changes to the plant
may have sealed some of these
penetrat1ons.

An env1ronmental analysis on all
compartments wh1ch contained safety-
related equ1pment was not performed.

Dosage calculations performed by
RRA prior to ll/30/81 have been rev1ewed
and are sub)ect to SMEC ver1ficat1on.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(Closed Item)

The effect of the pos1tion of doors
on P/T analys1s was cons1dered
1n response to EOI 8001. Flooding
effects were checked separately
by the OCP.

The OCP has completed the P/T analy- (1)
s1s outs1de containment 1n response to
EOI 8001. This analys1s addressed
concerns raised by this EOI.

No 1ssues were found dur1ng rev1ew
of or1ginal calculations or the
process wh1ch was used for 1mple-
ment1ng dosage analyses.
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EOI
NUHBER TITLE SUHHARY DESCRIPTION

IDVP
CLASSIFICATION OCP STATUS/DCP POSITION

OCP

CATEGORY

8001 H1gh-energy Line Break Inappropriate appl1cat1on by NSC of
Analys1s Outside Containment the computer program CONTEHP for calcul-

ation of env1ronmental cond1t1ons out-
s1de containment.

Completed
(ER/AB)

The DCP has completed the pressure/ (4)
temperature analyses outside
containment for areas GE/GW and the
turb1ne bu1l ding.

8002 NSC Hass/Energy Release
Cal culat1on

8003 NSC Values for Blowdown
Enthalpy

8004 NSC In1t1al Temperatures

A nonconservat1ve method was used by
NSC for calculating mass and energy
release data for determination of
environments outside containment for
equipment qualif1cation.

The value of the enthalpy used by NSC

for calculating the temperature env1ron-
ment in the turbine bu1ld1ng 1s too
low.

The max1mum 1n1t1al temperatures used by
NSC for calculat1ng temperature env1ron-
ment in areas GE, GW, and turbine bu1ld-
1ng were lower than the ones specified
in Chapter 9 of the FSAR.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(ER/C)

Completed
(Closed Item)

Addit1onal break sizes are not
requ1red by OCP 11censing
coamitment.
Combined w1th 8001.

The DCP believes that the effect
of nonconservative enthalpy is
not s1gn1f1cant, and that th1s
1ssue should not be class1f1ed
as an Error. Appropr1ate values
of enthalpy were used in the re-
analyses in response to EOI 8001.

Appropr1ate 1n1t1al temperatures
were specified 1n the FSAR section
describing the h1gh-energy line
break analyses and were used 1n
the analyses.
Combined with 8001.

Cl)

8005 Assumpt1ons for Flooding
Analys1s

The flood1ng he1ghts for saFety-related
equ1pment may be affected by the water
1nventory as calculated by NSC.

Completed
(Closed Item)

The results of flood analys1s are
st1l1 conservat1ve, even consider1ng
nonconservative assumptions for
steam generator water 1nventory.

8006 NSC P/T Analysis Input Data The documentation necessary to ver1fy Completed
analysis methods and inputs, such as (Closed Item)
vent area 1n the turbine building,
could not be provided.

Combined w1th 800l.
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EOI
NUMBER TITLE SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

IOVP
CLASSIFICATION DCP STATUS OCP POSITION

OCP
CATEGORY

8007 P1pe Restra1nt Design Concern over potential damage to CRVP

electr1cal condu1t K6844 result1ng
from the p1pe wh1p effects of a
postulated circumferent1al break on
Ha1n Steam L1ne No. 3.

Completed
(Closed Item)

P1pe wh1p 1n rel1ef header does
not occur due to 1nsuffic1ent
energy.

8008 Pipe Restra1nt Design

8009 AFWS 01scharge Piping
Design Pressure

8010 AFWS Oes1gn Pressure

80ll Cable Env1ronmental
Oval ification

Concern over potential damage to CRVP

electrical conduit K6844 result1ng
from the pipe whip effects of a
postulated circumferent1al break on
Ha1n Steam L1ne No. 4.

Under certa1n operat1ng conditions
the discharge pip1ng from the turbine
driven AFW pump may be sub)ected to
pressures 1n excess of code allowables.

Under certa1n unique conditions, the AFW

turb1ne bearing cool1ng water system
and AFW Pump l-l are sub]ected to
pressures 1n excess of 'code allowables
and the bear1ng coolers'esign pres-
sure rating.

A cable type other than that 1dent1-
f1ed 1n the FSAR as env1ronmentally
qual1fied was used in some c1rcuits.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(ER/A)

Completed
(ER/A)

Completed
(Oev1ati on)

Pipe wh1p 1n rel1ef header does
not occur due to insuff1cient
energy.

System des1gn pressures have been
rev1ewed for all operat1ng modes.
System mod1fications are complete
and were f1eld ver1f1ed by the IOVP.

The AFW pump recirculat1on system
and the AFX turbine bear1ng and
governor cool1ng have been mod1f1ed
such that they cannot be exposed
to pressures 1n excess of des1gn
due to normal system operation or
1nadvertent valve operation.
IOVP concurs with OCP proposed mod1-
f1cations and f1eld ver1fication by
the IOVP has been completed.

The cable types identified are
properly qual ified. Vendor cable
environmental qual1f1cat1on reports
have been prov1ded. The OCP

environmental qualif1cation f1les
are be1ng revised to reflect the
add1t1onal qual ificat1on.

(4)
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EOI
NUHBER TITLE SUHHARY DESCRIPTION

IOVP
CLASSIFICATION DCP STATUS/DCP POSITION

DCP
CATEGORY

8012 Power Suppl1es to CRVP
Equipment

Concern for lack of redundancy to
provide adequate cooling and pres-
sur1zation for the control room
pr1or to operation and/or licensing
of Un1t 2.

ER/A Proposed mod1f1cat1ons sent to IDVP.
Hod1f1cat1ons to CRVP system being
made to provide for proper operat1on
of CRVP independent oF Un1t 2 po~er
supply ava1lab111ty.
SWEC concurs w1th OCP proposed modifi-
cat1on; closure pending f1eld ver1f1-
cat1on.

(4)

8013 Emergency Diesel Generator
Capabil1ty

Test data are not available to ver1fy
the capab111ty of the diesel generators
to start and accelerate the automat1-
cally sequenced motor loads concurrent
with pr1or running motors assoicated
with Diablo Canyon Un1t 1 safety
systems.

Completed
(Deviation)

The OCP assembled test data wh1ch
ver1f1es the diesel generator set
has been satisfactor1ly tested to
load conditions which exceed any
worst case loading cond1t1ons wh1ch
can be reasonably postulated.

8014 AFWS Control Valve Protection Comnitted protect1on aga1nst moderate
Aga1nst NELB energy 11ne break may not have been

prov1ded for certa1n AFWS valves. A
concern w1th barr1er 1nstallation
details was also noted.

Completed
(ER/C)

The shields are not requ1red for
this EOI concern, and licens1ng
comnitments will be rev1sed
accordingly.

(2)

8015 AFWS Flow Heasurement

8016 Power Supplies to CRVP
Equ1pment

Techn1cal spec1f1cat1on and in-service
testing of the AFW Pumps may not
provide evidence that the pumps can
supply the required flow to the steam
generator or demonstrate that adequate
recirculation flow ex1sts.

Concern for lack of redundancy to
prov1de adequate cool1ng and pres-
surizat1on for the control room w1th
both Un1ts l and 2 available.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(Closed Item)

Test1ng of AFW pumps is adequate
and meets 11cens1ng comnitments.
Startup tests 1nd1cate flow
requ1rements met.
Operational tests are 1n accordance
with NRC approved OCP techn1cal
spec1f icat1ons.

Hodif1cat1ons to resolve 8012
satisfy s1ngle fa1lure cr1teria.
Safe shutdown capability 1s not an
1ssue unt1l Unit 2 1s licensed;
operat1ng procedures are be1ng
rev1sed to address Unit 2
operat1ons
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EOI
NUHBER TITLE

8017 CRVP Control Power
Separat1on

SUHHARY DESCRIPTION

Control power from two redundant
safety-related sources may be brought
together 1n one electrical control
transfer sw1tch.

IDVP
CLASSIFICATION

Completed
(ER/A)

OCP STATUS DCP POSITION

The bus transfer sw1tch does not
comply w1th s1ngle failure cr1teria
and has been replaced by two separate
switches.
IOVP field ver1f1cation has been
completed.

DCP

CATEGORY

8018 Oualificat1on of FCV-37 and
FCV-38

Concern that certain components
(FCV 37 and 38) were not classif1ed
as Class lE and therefore are not
capable of 1solating a l1ne break in
AFM turbine steam supply line.

Completed - Based on OCP analysis, the current
.(Closed Item) class1ficat1on of AFW system valves

FCV-37 and 38 is appropriate.

(2)

8019 Equ1pment for AFW Pumps in
Same F1re Eone

8020 F1re Protect1on/Separat1on
CRVP System

8021 F1re Protection/Separation
AFW System

Control c1rcu1t for FCV 95 is located
1n the same f1re zone as the motor
driven AFW pumps. Thus, a f1re could
adversely affect all three AFW pumps.

CRVP mutually redundant c1rcuits could
be affected by a s1ngle fire.

A f1eld inspect1on of power/control
c1rcuit routings assoc1ated with the
AFW system 1denti f1ed di screpanc1es
between as-built 1nformation for f1re
protection review (SIFPR) . Adequate
separation of power/control circu1ts
for the redundant trains of the AFM
system may not be provided.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

Completed
(ER/C)

The DCP reviewed all safe shutdown
circuit rout1ngs for FCV-95.
None 1s routed -through f1re zone
302. Condu1t K8317 was-checked
to verify that 1t contains no
safe shutdown circu1ts.

CRVP system power and control
circu1ts are adequately separated or
protected so that no s1ngle f1re 1n
a fire zone could prevent safe shut-
down.

AFW system power and control
circu1ts are adequately separated
or protected so that no s1ngle
fire 1n a fire zone could prevent
safe shutdown.
The OCP bel1eves this 1ssue should
not be class1f1ed as an Error.
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EOI
NUMBER TITLE SUMMARY OESCRIPTION

IOVP
CLASSIFICATION OCP STATUS OCP POSITION

OCP

CATEGORY

8022 S1zing of 4kV C1rcuit
Breakers

-Ava1lable short c1rcu1t current values
of the 4.16kV safety-related systems
are higher than the rat1ngs of c1rcu1t
breakers on switchgear buses F,G, and N,
accord1ng to SWEC calculation based on
FSAR 1nformat1on for loads and trans-
former tap sett1ngs. A short circuit
fa1lure of a circuit breaker could
damage the switchgear and render it
1ncapable of performing its function.

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

The 4kV sw1tchgear 1s capable of (1)
1nterrupting the ava1lable short
short c1rcuit current. Test data
shows that these breakers are capable
of interrupting sign1ficantly more
than worst case current ava1lable.

8023 480V Under-Voltage After
LOCA

SWEC calculations show that after a
LOCA and automat1c transfer to the
230kV startup source, steady-state
voltage at the term1nals of 460V and
480V safety-related motors have been
less than 90A of rated motor voltage,
a violation of NEHA Standard HG-l.

Completed
(Oeviat1on)

With appropr1ate assumptions,
optim1zed transformer tap settings,
volages at the terminals of 460V
motors, and 480V safety-related
buses are acceptable in accordance
with NEHA Standard HG-l.

(2)

8024 480V Under-Voltage for
Normal Operat1on

SWEC calculations show %hat under
certa1n condit1ons starting large
motors may cause drop out of 480V
motor starter contacts.

Completed
(Oev1at1on)

With appropriate assumpt1ons,
loading data, and opt1mized taps,
the voltages are w1th1n acceptable
11mits when any large motor 1s
started and full (normal) load 1s
suppl1ed from 230V source.

(2)
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EOI
NUNBER TITLE SUHHARY OESCRIPTION

IOVP
CLASSIFICATION OCP STATUS/OCP POSITION

OCP

CATEGORY

8025 4kV and 480V Under-Voltage
After LOCA

8026 480V Under-Voltage for Full
Load

8027 AFWS Steam Trap Oesign Change

8028 HELB Effects on AFWS Pump
Notors

8029 HELB Effects on AFWS PT-434
and Pumps

SWEC calculat1ons show that automat1c
transfer of all the 4 kV motors to the
230 kV startup source after a LOCA may
result 1n a low voltage cond1t1on at
the terminals of 4 kV and 460 V safety-
related motors.

Dur1ng normal, steady-state, full-load
operation, w1th 230 kV supplying power
to station aux111aries, voltages at the
460 V motor term1nals will be below the
m1n1mum spec1fied by NENA Standard HG-l.

A des1gn change to add an additional
steam trap was 1ssued, but field
p1ping installat1on does not incorporate
this change. The concern 1s that
required safety-related mod1ficat1ons
were not made 1n the field.

A postulated HELC in steam 11ne 760,
plus a postulated single failure,
could result 1n the loss of the AFW

system. This event does not meet the
11cens1ng comnittment of ma1nta1n1ng
m1n1mum system redundancy.

A postulated HELC in steam 11ne 760
could affect PT-434. Th1s event plus
a postulated single failure could
cause loss of the AFW System.

Completed
(Oev1at1on)

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(Dev1ation)

Completed
(Oev1ation)

After a LOCA, all 4kV motors w111
be sequent1ally started when trans-
ferred to the 230kV source. The
voltages then are w1th1n acceptable
1im1 ts.
Operating procedures will be changed.

Our1ng normal, steady-state, full
load operation, stat1on serv1ce load
w1ll be supplied from unit aux111ary
transformers and not from 230kV sources.
However, when full load 1s suppl1ed by
230V sources, voltages are w1th1n 11m1ts
as spec1f1ed by NEHA Standard MG-l.

Start-up test1ng 1ndicated a steam
trap 1s not requ1red.
Installat1on in f1eld 1s correct.
System draw1ng changed to reflect
exist1ng condit1on.

No des1gn bas1s breaks or cracks
need to be postulated on line 760.
Incons1stency 1n the FSAR will be
corrected and 1ncluded 1n the FSAR

update to be 1ssued 1n September, 1983.

No des1gn bas1s breaks or cracks
need to be postulated on 11ne 760.
Inconsistency 1n the FSAR w1ll be
corrected and 1ncluded 1n the the FSAR

update to be 1ssued 1n September, 7983.

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)
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EOI
NUMBER TITLE SUNNARY DESCRIPTION

IDVP
CLASSIFICATION DCP STATUS DCP POSITION

OCP
CATEGORY

8030 HELB Effects on AFWS PT-434 A postulated HELC 1n steam 11ne 760 Completed
and Pumps could affect PT-433. This event plus (Oev1at1on)

a postulated single fa1lure could
cause loss of the AFW System.

No des1gn breaks or cracks need
to be postulated on 11ne 760.
Inconsistency 1n the FSAR will be
corrected and included 1n the FSAR
update to be 1ssued 1n September, 1983.

(2)

8031 HELD Effects on AFMS LCV
ll3 and LCV 115

8032 AFWS Level Control Valves-
Loss on Control at Hot
Shutdown Panel

8033 HELB Steam Generator Hodel
Nonconservative Methods

A postulated HELC 1n 11ne 594 could
affect LCV 113 and LCV ll5. This
event plus a postulated s1ngle fa1lure
could cause loss of the AFM System.

The ability to 1solate control room
circu1try for AFM level control valves
LCV 110, ill, 113 and 115 from the hot
shutdown panel subsequent to transfer
of control to 'local't the hot shut-
down panel is subject to loss by a
control room fire.

A nonconservative method may have been
used by NSC to model the steam gener-
ator for calculation of the mass and
energy release data.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(ER/C)

Completed
(ER/C)

Components are not adversely
affected by p1pe crack.
The FSAR will be changed and 1ssued.
in September, 1983.

Hodifications have been made to
wiring of control sw1tch for valves
in question to achieve the c1rcu1t
1ndependence per 11cens1ng comnit-
ment.
IDVP field verificat1on has.been
completed.

The modeling techn1ques used are
1n accordance w1th l1cens1ng
requ1rements.
The effect of the nonconservat1ve
method 1s not significant and, there-
fore, the OCP bel1eves th1s 1ssue
should not be classif1ed as an Error.
Comb1ned w1th 8001.

(2)

(3)

8034 HELD P/I Analysis-
Compartment Nodel1ng

The method used by NSC to calculate the
pressure and temperature transients 1n
area GE d1d not cons1der the effects of
ad)acent compartments. Th1s may have
resulted 1n the calculat1on of an
equ111br1um temperature and peak
pressure that were too low.

Completed
(ER/C)

The efFect of model1ng basis used
by NSC does not have a s1gn1f1cant
affect. on analys1s results and,
therefore, the DCP believes this
1ssue should not be class1f1ed
as an Error.
Comb1ned w1th 8001.
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EOI
NUHBER TITLE SUHHARY DESCRIPTION

IDVP
CLASSIFICATION OCP STATUS OCP POSITION

DCP

CATEGORY

8035 Smoke Detectors 1n CRVPS Smoke detectors were not located 1n
Intake Ducts the CRVPS ventilation intake duct as

comaitted.

Completed
(ER/C)

Smoke detectors have been installed. (3)
This 1ssue does not address a
ser1ous safety concern. S1nce
the response to smoke requ1res
manual act1on, omiss1on of added
detectors d1d not extend operator
response t1me to smoke com1ng from
outside the control room. The
operators can stop the intrusion
of smoke before sign1f1cant
accumulat1on occurs.

8036 Hydrogen Line Enclosure

8037 Gap 1n F1re Barr1er Damper

Two valve covers were missing and loose
1n the hydrogen l1ne guard p1pe. Thus,
hydrogen could escape 1nto fire zone
4-0-1 (turb1ne-driven AFWS pump room),
creat1ng an explos1on hazard.

A damper located 1n the noncombust1ble
barrier separating the motor-driven
AFWS pumps had gaps of 5/16 in. at each
end of each damper blade when 1n the
closed pos1t1on.

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

Completed
(Closed Item)

System was not yet filled w1th H2.
F1111ng operations requ1re valve
ad)ustments.
All covers w111 be replaced and
checked pr1or to system being put
1nto serv1ce. System to be put
1nto serv1ce during startup.

Damper was correctly designed and
installed and meets the criteria
as a noncombust1ble barr1er.

8038 Fire Zones 3-0-2 Comaunic- The ce111ngs of the motor-driven AFWS
at1on With Fire Zone 3-R . pump rooms contain large openings which

may allow f1re propagation between
zones.

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

Conf1rmatory evaluat1on performed
indicated that a fire w111 not
propagate.
Th1s concern was addressed in the
1nit1al Pro)ect f1re protection
analysis.
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NUHBER TITLE SUNHARY DESCRIPTION

IOVP
CLASSIFICATION DCP STATUS DCP POSITION

DCP
CATEGORY

8039 F1re Zones 12-A,B,C
Comnunication W1th F1re
Zones 13A,B,C

The ce111ngs of the 4760V cable
spread1ng rooms have large open1ngs
which may allow fire propagat1on
between zones.

Completed
(Deviat1on)

Confirmatory evaluation performed
1nd1cated that a f1re 1n the cable
spread1ng room and 1ts assoc1ated
sw1tchgear room would only affect
a single v1tal bus.
Th1s concern was addressed 1n the
init1al Pro)ect fire protection
anal ys is.

8040 Assumpt1ons for Flood1ng 'he steam generator water inventory
Analysis calculated by NSC used in flood1ng

analysis may have been non-
conservat1ve.

804l CRVPS Power Transfer Sw'Itch Two redundant tra1ns are brought
Separat1on together 1n one power transfer switch.

Completed
(ER/C)

Completed
(Oev1at1on)

The results oF flood1ng analys1s are (I)
st111 conservative even cons1der1ng
nonconservat1ve steam generator
1nventory used.
The OCP bel1eves th1s 1ssue should not
be classif1ed as an Error.

Analysis shows des1gn compl1es with (l)
separat1on and s1ngle failure criter1a.
Operat1ng Order w111 be issued to
document standard operat1ng pract1ce.

8042 AFWS and CRVPS l20Vac
Source Separation

Backup source cable (gray) 1s bundled
w1th normal source cable (orange or
purple) w1thin panels PYll and PYl3.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Analys1s shows design compl1es with (1)
separat1on and single fa1lure
cr1teria.

8043 AFWS Redundant Power Supply Redundant safety-related trains may
Separat1on be brought together in AFWS terminal

boxes BTA 308, BTH llO, and 8TH .115
.w1thout the requ1red separation.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Analys1s shows des1gn compl1es w1th (l)
separat1on and s1ngle fa1lure
criteria.

8044 AFWS Cable Splices 1n
Control C1rcuits

It was stated by SWEC that Rockbestos
cable splice was used in control c1r-
cults for HPDlA and HPDl. The spl1ce
1s in an area sub)ect to temperature
excurs1ons 1n the event of a p1pe
crack, and no qual1f1cat1on inform-
at1on about this splice was obtained.

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

Spl1ce ident1fied was not a Rock-
bestos spl1ce and c1rcuits do not
perform a safety funct1on.
AFWS and CRVPS circu1ts do not
conta1n other spl1ces which are
sub)ect to p1pe break )et environ-
ments.
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EOI
NUHBER TITLE

8045 D1esel Generator
Circuit Separat1on

8046 CRVPS Fans: Power and
Control C1rcu1t Suppl1es

SUHMARY DESCRIPTION

Diesel generators have a shared port-
ion of starting control c1rcu1t wh1ch
1s powered through sol1d w'Ire ties to
two redundant Class lE ESF panels.

In some instances, aux111ary devices
for control room pressurization fans
96, 97, 98, 99 are not suppl1ed from
the same or related bus sections as
the fans per criteria set forth in
IEEE 308-1971.

IOVP
CLASSIFICATION

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(Oev1atlon)

OCP STATUS DCP POSITION

Separation of the two power sources
1s not requ1red s1nce they do not
supply mutually redundant systems.
Single fa1lure analysis performed.

Hodif1cat1on to address concern was
prev1ously made by the Pro)ect.
The design sat1sf1es the prov1sions
of IEEE 308-1971 ~

OCP

CATEGORY

8047 Steam Generator Blowdown
Valve Closure Relay 3AFWP

8048 AFWS Hose Stat1on Design
Change

A single fa1lure of relay 3AFWP may
prevent the automatic closure of the
above referenced steam generator blow-
down valves upon an automatic start
of any auxiliary feedwater pump.

Safety-related mod1f1cat1ons did not
appear to be implemented per approved
documents.

Completed
(Oev1at1on)

Completed
(Closed Item)

S1ngle fa1lure of relay does not
prevent automat1c closure of steam
generator blowdown valves.
Blowdown valves w1ll be closed by
other safety grade relays in the
solid-state protect1on system.

Safety-related modifications were
1nstalled per approved documents.
Drawing has been rev1sed to reflect
as-built conditions.

8049 AFWS - Pipe Break in
L1ne 594

A postulated longitudinal pipe break
at node 1800 on 11ne 594 could damage
condu1t KK 792 result1ng 1n loss
of power to components requ1red to
prov1de AFW flow.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Condu1t KK 792 1s not 1mpinged
by the )et from a postulated break.
L1censing document change be1ng made

to specif1cally reference the use
of NRC and 1ndustry approved temper-
ature calculat1on methodology.

(2)
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EOI
NUMBER TITLE SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

IDVP
CLASSIFICATION OCP STATUS OCP POSITION

DCP
CATEGORY

8050 CRVP System Moderate Energy CRVP equipment required to operate
Line Breaks during safe shutdown was not 1dent1-

fied in the MELB analys1s.

Completed
(Oev1ation)

For MELO, offs1te power 1s not lost
and plant can be shutdown using
normal methods.
Redundant train of CRVP System w111
be ava1lable.
If necessary, the plant can be shut
down from the hot shutdown panel.

8051 AFW System - PT-432
Classif1cat1on

A pressure transm1tter on the dis-
charge of the turb1ne dr1ven aux111ary
feed pump was identified as essential
equ1pment in 11cens1ng documents but
1s not powered from safety-related
sources.

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

Pressure transm1tter (PT-432) is not (2)
safety-related. Instrument is un-
necessarily 1ncluded in the FSAR HELD

analys1s.
The FSAR w111 be annotated to show that
PT-432 1s not safety-related. Th1s
will be 1ncluded in the FSAR update to
be submitted 1n September, 1983.

8052 AFW System Class lE A flow transmitter (FT 78) and a flow Completed
Environmental gualification control valve (FCV 95) may not be (Deviat1on)

qual1f1ed for the postulated severe
environment ~here they are 1nstalled.

Env1ronmental qual1ficat1ons are re- (1)
qu1red for the dev1ces in question,
i.e., auxiliary feedwater flow trans-
m1tters and the steam supply valve
for the turbine-dr1ven aux1liary
feedwater= pump.
These dev1ces were addressed in
PGandE's Env1ronmental gualif1cation
Report.

8053 CRVP System Radiat1on
Mon1tors Class 1 f1cation

8054 AFW System Cable Cod1ng
and Separat1on

Rad1at1on monitors RE51,52,53,54 were
incorrectly identi f1ed as 1nstrument
Class II on 1nstrument schemat1c
drawing.

Safety-related control cable may not
be color coded or separated in accord-
ance with 11cens1ng comnitments.

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

Completed
(Deviation)

Instrument schematic draw1ng has
been corrected to 1ndicate that
mon1tors are Class IE.

System c1rcu1ts conform to
separat1on cr1teria and color coding
comaitments as specified in the FSAR.
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EOI
NUH8ER TITLE SUHHARY DESCRIPTION

IOVP
CLASSIFICATION DCP STATUS OCP POSITION

DCP
CATEGORY

8055 AFWS Pump Discharge PI-52A, Safety-related pressure 1nd1cators
53A Separation on the ma1n control board do not have

the m1n1mum separat1on coranitted to
in licens1ng documents:

Completed
(ER/C)

Low energy level signal (1nstrument (2)
loops) connections to 1ndicat1ng
recorders and instruments that must
be functionally grouped to enhance
operator comprehens1on may have less
than 5 1nches separat1on.
The FSAR will be modif1ed and 1ssued
1n September, 1983.

8056 CRVP System - Equipment
Quali fca t1on

Appendix E of NUREG 0588 required all
Class lE equipment to be 1dentif1ed
as part of the env1ronmental qualif-
1cation procedure. Portions of the
CRVP system were om1tted from PGandE's
Env1ronmental Qual1f1cat1on Report.

Completed
(Closed Item)

The CRVP system design was not
complete at the t1me oF EQ Report
submittal.
CRVP system equipment qualification
is be1ng rev1ewed based on results
of rev1sed HELD analys1s be1ng
performed. (See EOI-8001).

8057 AFWS and CRVPS Control Panel Certa1n Class lE c1rcuits 1n control
Separation panels for the aux111ary feedwater

system and the control room ventila-
t1on and pressurization system, do not
meet single fa1lure criteria due to
lack of physical separation.

ER/A Results of Prospect rev1ew 1nd1cate
that modif1cat1ons w111 be requ1red
to prov1de adequate separat1on for
certa1n circu1ts 1dent1f1ed by SWEC.

SWEC concurs w1th DCP proposed modif-
1cat1ons closure pend1ng field verif-
1cat1on.

8058 AFW System LCVs
Environmental Qualif1cat1on

8059 AWFS and CRVPS Class lE
Circu1t Separat1on
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Safety-related level controls (LCV 110,ill, 113,'and ll5) may not meet 11cens-
1ng comaitments to env1ronmental qual1f-
1cat1on of safety-related controls 1n a
severe environment, as spec1f1ed in
IEEE 323 and PGandE's September 1981
response to NUREG 0588.

Identif1cat1on and separat1on criteria
committed to 1n FSAR 8.3.3 for Class
lE control w1ring may not have been
appl1ed to certa1n panels 1n the AFK
system.
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Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(ER/C)

OCP )ustif ication for 1nterim
operation w1 thout qual1f1cat1on
was stated 1n EQ Report which
was accepted by NRC.
The valve mechanism used is an
1mproved design which passed EQ

test1ng. Also, the OCP rev1ew shows
failure of the mechanism does not
degrade safety-related performance
of the valve.

Class lE c1rcuit separation is
adequate.
Certain conductors of c1rcu1ts not
required for safe shutdown may, to
improve rel1ab1lity, be Class lE
and color coded.
Statement address1ng. th1s use of
Class lE conductor w111 be added
to the FSAR and 1ncluded 1n the FSAR

update to be submitted 1n September,
1983.
The OCP believes this issue should
not be classif1ed as an Error.

(2)





EOI
NUNBER TITLE

8060 AFWS Pump Flow L1m1t1ng
Control

SUNHARY DESCRIPTION

Inadequate documentat1on was available
to show that the AFHS runout control
system will not interfere with the
delivery of des1gn flow to the steam
generators.

IDVP
CLASSIFICATION

Completed
(ER/C)

DCP STATUS OCP POSITION

Runout control system pressure reg-
ulator setpoints w1ll be ad)usted
such that requ1red flow to the
steam generators 1s maintained.
Dynamic stab111ty will be tested
dur1ng system startup, and control
character1stics will be ad)usted
as necessary.

DCP

CATEGORY

(2)

8061 AFWS and CRVPS Hotors Start-
1ng Capab111ty of 80K
Voltage

Documentation for certa1n motors does
not ver1fy motor capab111ty to start
and accelerate to rated speed with
8'ated voltage applied at motor
terminals.

Completed
(Deviat1on)

All necessary documentat1on has
been obta1ned by the Pro)ect.

8062 AFWS Control Valves Naximum
D1fferential Pressure

AFWS control valves may not funct1on
under cond1tions where d1f ferent1al
pressure exceeds that specified in
the valve purchase order.

Completed
(ER/A)

AFW System valves FCV-37 and FCV-38
are not requ1red to close under
postulated cond1tions. See EOI 8018.
Gear1ng 1n valve operator of FCV-95
has been modif1ed to ensure 'proper
operat1on even for the low probabil1ty
event postulated 1n the EOI.
IDVP field ver1f1cat1on has been
completed.

(4)

8063 AFWS Pump Overcurrent Relay Overcurrent relay sett1ngs, assuming
normal m1nimum system voltage, may be
too low and prevent pump motors from
start1ng properly.

Completed
(Dev1at1on)

Pro]ect previously 1n1tiated des1gn
change to rev1se relay sett1ngs for
AFHS pumps. Relay settings have been
changed and have been field ver1f1ed
by the IDVP.

8064 AFW System Components
(PON ll3 and 115)

Fa1lure'f non-qual1f1ed dev1ce may
result 1n tripping of co@non circuit
breaker and loss of control power to
the AFH system level control valves.

Completed
(Deviat1on)

Analys1s of components 1nd1cates
that fa1lure will not affect
safety-related AFW system funct1ons.
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APPENDIX 8

DCP OPEN ITEHS

OPEN
ITEH

NUHBER DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION OF RESOLUTION

CONCLUSIVE
STATEHENT

OF RESOLUTION
DCP

CATEGORY"

28 An electr1cal design review has
found that 1ncorrect c1rcu1t
breakers were supplied for certa1n
125V DC c1rcuits. 20,000 amp
1nterrupting capac1ty breakers
were spec1f1ed, however, 10,000
amp breakers were prov1ded by the
manufacturer.

20,000 amp 1nterrupting capacity
breakers were procured.

Replacement breakers have
been 1nstalled that meet
specifications. This
item is closed.

(3)

30 During the addition 1n 1979 of the
control room pressurization system,
the vital electr1cal power supply
to the redundant control room
heat1ng, ventilat1on, and a1r
cond1tion1ng (HVAC) system for
each un1t was changed. Th1s
change defeated the ab111ty of
the Un1t 1 control room HVAC

system to meet the s1ngle failure
cr1ter1a if Unit 2 was not
operat1ng.

Th1s 1tem is addressed 1n EOI 8012,
Appendix A.

This item 1s closed on the basis (None)
that the concern reported and
addressed 1n EOI 8012 1s the same
concern as Open Item 30.

34 It has been postulated that under
certain assumed fa1lure modes the
CCW system may not meet 1ts
11cens1ng cr1ter1a.

The DCP has provided information to .

the NRC on the 1ssues of seismic
qual1f1cat1on, bas1s for 64o ocean
temperature, and max1mum flow/s1ngl e
failure analys1s requested by the Staff.

The NRC 1s rev1ew1ng the DCP
letters report1ng the results of
invest1gations.

(2)

A discrepancy has been ident1f1ed
between recently compiled heat
loads for the 480V ac and 125V dc
switchgear areas and loads used
in the orig1nal des1gn of the
ventilat1on system serv1ng these
areas.

The system will be modif1ed so
that the required environmental
cond1t1ons w1ll be met.

New fans have been procured (4)
and will be 1nstalled to ensure
environmental condit1ons
meet the design bas1s.

38 Two rad1ation monitors for the
fuel handling bu1ld1ng ventilat1on
system do not fully comply with
Regulatory Guide 1.52.

Instrumentation needs to be
se1sm1cally qualif1ed, and w1ring
needs to be separated to comply
with the regulatory gu1de.

New instrument loops that comply (3)
with Regulatory Gu1de 1.52 w111
be installed.

* See Sect1on 2.1 for descr1pt1on of categories.
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